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LET US FIGHT FAIR," SAY PEACE ENVOYS,

'
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INSTEAD OF QUELLING

EVILS OF BATTLES

m

HER RIGHT

HAGUE

THE

Miss Emily Phllbrick Victim
of Serious Accident
at Gallup This
Morning.

DELEGATES

FRAME

WOULD

RULE

NEW

UMB

Each
AMPUTATED

AT KNEE

Nation Wants Upper
Hand and Is Ready
to Fight

Forlt.

Brought to Hospital Here and is
in Dangerous Condition as Result of Her Injurles-H- er

AMERICA HAS

Left Ankle
Is Broken.

WILL EOR KOREANS

Gallup, N. M.. July 13. (Special)
ot Albu
Miss Emily Phllbrick,
querque, was run .down by an engine
pushing a caboose here at 1:30 this
morning. Her right limb was severed
two inches below the knee, her left
ankle was broken and she received a
number of serious bruises.
After the accident, she was given
attention by Dr. W. H. Burr, local
Physician for the Santa re, ana ur.
W. H. Shadrack,
of Albuquerque,
who was Dr. Burr's guest. Train No.
2, which arrived shortly afterward
held hero 30 minutes and Miss
vt!
Philbrick was placed on it and taken
to the Santa Fe hospital at Albuquer
que for treatment.
Dr. Burr accom
panted her.
There were, only three witnesses to
the accident. A, Galloway, head
switchman. John Gilllgan. night car
repairer, and Capt. T. R. Elgin, of
the Salvation Army, who was en
route to Albunueraue.
Miss Philbrick was going to the
depot to leave the city on train No. i
unen the accident occurreo.
Danircmua CrosHinir.
The town is on the east aide of the
tiacks and the- depot on the west,
necessitating crossing the tracks to
reach the station. The accident was
due to the fact that this is-- a very
treacherous crossing and also that
Miss Phllbrick is deaf.
John Gilllgan. the car repairer,
who saw the accident, says that he
was just coming out of the depot,
when he heard Switchman Galloway
yelling and looking to see the cause,
noted the. figure of a woman ap
proach the trac kin the uncertain
iigni. ne was coming irom niw iun.
He also cried to her but she failed to
hear.
Strutted in Front of Caboose.
She had Just steipped on the track
when the caboose, reached the cross
ing and Gilllgan saw her fall. He
thought she fell between the rails
and he closed his eyes, fearful tht she
would be ground to pieces. However,
she. fell with only one leg across the
outside rail.
Gilllgan, Galloway and Capt. Elgin
ran to her aid and she was carried to
the office of Dr. Burr, where all possible relief was given her. When
placed on the train it was feared that
she could not survive the trip to Albuquerque, but a message this after
noon states that she rallied ana stooa
the ordeal falrlv well.
The entrlne which ran Miss Phil
brick down was No. 633, with Engi
neer Uppltt and M. Dougherty, tire
man. In charge.
The caboose was from Conductor
Roland's train, west bound, which
being made up at the time ot the
was
'
accident. Neither the engineer nor
fireman saw the woman until arte
the hud been knocked down and were
uowerkss to stop In time to save her,
Switchman Galloway saw her coming
but could not make her hear his
Cant. Elerin stated today that he
feared, when he saw her on the
rails, that she must die instantly, and
expressed the belief that she was
fatally hurt.
with
Mrs.
H. H. Kisslingbury,
had taken
whom Miss Phllbrick
rooms, when she arrived from Fort
Defiance, says that she aroused Miss
Phllbrick at 1 o'clock and endeavored
to make her understand by signs that
she would accompany her to th
riennt.
"I had lust clothed myself," said
Mrs. Klssllngbury, "and was ready to
j
go to the depot with ner wnen
the outside door,
heard her opening
1
not
her
catch
could
Then I knew
as she could not hear me, and I laid
down asraln. Possibily if I had been
with
the accident might not have
occurred, though she might have
pulled me onto the tracks too.
Diamond ltlinr.
After the train had left with Miss
Phllbrick anil Dr. Burr aboard, Dr,
Shadrack discovered that he had lost
a valuable diamond ring and h
searched Dr. Burr's office but could
not find it. He then wired Dr. Bur
nt Albuo.uero.ue to search the band
ages, which had been placed on Miss
phllbrick s limbs, for the ring.
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ChoateSo Informs That Country's
Delegate and Then Says They
Must

Prospective Net Result of Ieace Commission
ing a "special by greased wire"

IT

BY

SOME

5,000

COMMISSIONER

rlson Expert's Statement of
Coal Was Only a
Sad. Sad Dream.

KILLS

A

WAYLAYING

WHILE
All

EliEIJY

NEILL

CONFERS WITH

CHILD

Madaleno Siboipz Made an
Awful mistake at

Demlng.

End of Telegraph Troubles In ASSASSIN HELD WITHOUT
BAIL TO GRAND JURY
AT PENITENTIARY
San Francisco Is

ONLY 521 TONS NOW

Santa Fe, N. M., July 13. (Spo-tial.) Instead of $7,000 worth of coal
being in store at the territorial pris
on, there Is a little over $2,000 worth
on hand, and a part of this was received since Trelford left the prison.
This was made known yesterday
When Charles W. Dudrow and Will- lam Sears, both coal men who have
handled fuel for years, measured th
supply of coal on hand and estimated
its worth.
Both of these men are unbiased
politically and were asked to make
the estimate on the coal, by the pres
ent prison superintendent for his in
formation.
They report that there Is exactly
S21 tons of coal at the penitentiary.
Part of this coal came a few days
ago. Incidentally there
is not a
salable brick and the plant is not in
condition to operate with profit.
This is another sample of Treilora
management and it came as some
what of a surprise to the penitentiary
board members who were informed
today of the true state ot affairs.
of
the
Charles Easley, secretary
board of prison commissioners, had
little to say. He showed his surprise.
He was also equally reticent about
the matter of letting contracts lor
beef to a board member at excessive
rates.
As the new superintendent con
tinues to investigate, he llnds waste,
extravagance
and
apparent on all sides.
d
Instead of being an expert, Trcl-forappears to have been a man absolutely too small for his task. He
lacked executive ability and outs'ae
of bulldozing helpless convicts, as he
was apparently accustomed to aa as
a guard before he received his re
cent appointment, Trelford was
of handling any portion of
the prison administration.
It is said that a number ot oiner
startling disclosures in connection
with the Trelford management will
be made in a few days.
There Is considerable discussion as
to why Trelford left New Mexico so
suddenly and many here think he
does not expect to return at any fu
ture time as he mated ne wouia.

HOSPITAL IIKItK

PIE EATERS GET BUSY

The Ancient Order of Plo Eate.s
received word of the coal shortage
with regret.
the penitentiary,
They were also equally mournful
exposure
of
the prison meat
over the
graft. It came as a hard blow, unexpected and unlouked for. The Ancient order hold a meeting in memwith a few straggling
n
club, In the ofbers of the
fice of the dinky little weekly paper
corresponds
for the
editory
whose
Morning Journal at Albuquerque.
Trelford being absent en route to
Oklahoma, his place on the pre.- was
decorated with the printer's towel
which was black enough for crepe.
General Charley Easley, presided at
the meeting and ran things as usual.
The evenlnir was spent in trying to
frame up some explanation for tha
coal shortage and the prison beef
graft but there appeared to be no
of
her
day
a
number
During the
frlenrlM have called at the hospital. wav out of the dilemma.
The Pie Eaters are suffering from
because of the seriousness of
lut
condition, were not permuted to see a relapse and little enthusiasm wasshown at the meeting. After drafther.

hr

on

the land investigation, the meeting
customary
was adjourned.
The
cheese and link sausage with beer,
were served by Muller after which
Willie Bchnepple, who never asks
questions, mailed the special.

TRELFORD OHLY

Miss Philbrick. on the arrival o
No. 2 this morning, was immediately
Dlueed in an ambulance, accomparue

by Dr. Burr, of Gallup, and taken to
the Santa re nospnai, wnere sne wa
She is in
iriven further attention.
very serious condition as a result o
her Injuries and her attending physl
clans are not wining ij siaie wneme
she can survive.
Ip ttnrr s;iiil today that the secon
a
operation, which was performed
th h,, si.lt.il. was for the purpose o
more
for
also
and
tetanus,
preventing
"un
nerfi i i v nanuaging
at Gallu
f':i UMPil bv the amputation
ankle
does
left
breaking
her
of
The
not concern the physicians to any extent us she can easily recover from
its effects.
Misn Phllbrick. who U about
is well known In th
sister, who resides near th
hr
being one of the best
school,
Indian
known kindergarten teachers in m

Address

Federal

Government at
Washington.

ItlUM GUT TO SANTA
I K

600D

at

tin-ca-

Near.
COMPANIES STICK
TO FIRST STAND
San Francisco, Cal., July 13. With
the arrival
last night of United
States Labor Commissioner Nell!, and
Vice Presidents
Konenkamp, ReJdy
and Sullivan of the national executive committee of the Commercial
Telegraphers' union, the results of a
final effort to prevent the extension
of the telegraphers strike will probably be known by tomorrow or Monday.
A mass mooting of the striking telegraphers will be held at Oakland tonight, which Commissioner NelH will
attend. The otlicials of both telegraph companies have also been invited.
situation Acute.
The telegraph strike situation be
came suddenly acute yesterday when
a committee of operators waited on
I. N. Miller, Jr., assistant general
superintendent of the Western Union,
In the expectation that he would
meet them as a delegation from the
union. On Miller's refusal to meet
the committee except as individuals,
the committee withdrew, and shortly
afterward President Small, of tho
Commercial Telegraphers' union, announced that an extension of the
strike had become necessary.
A telegram, was sent to President
Roosevelt by the telegraphers president In which Miller was charged
with having changed his mind in regard to the conference, on learning
that Labor Commissioner Nelll was
on his way to San Francisco, and
containing an Implied threat to make
the strike general.
No inlon Recognized.
Miller said that it made no differ
ence to him whether the operators
came singly or In a large party, but
that he would not recognize thorn as
a committee.
"The company stands Just where It
has always stood," he said. "It will
not recognize the union in any way.
That holds true all over the country.
and has been the policy from th
beginning. While we do not pretend
that we have as many operators as
we had before the strike, we are in
a position to handle the business, so
far as the public is concerned, and
are gradually recruiting our force to
the normal standard. Three new operators were employed today, and we
are adding one or two nearly every
day."
BLOOD

POISON CAUSED
BY CACTUS

THORN

-

Sx-cl- ul)
Tucumoarl. N. M., July 13.
The daughter of J. D. Parker,
a prominent farmer, living 12 miles
south of Tucumcarl, Is dead from
l.lood poisoning. Induced by stepping
en a cactus thorn. The thorn pierced
ht-- r
foot and developed very rapidly
Into an aggrevated case, causing her
death today in great suffering, despite the best medical aid which
could be obtained.

Demlng, N. M., July 13. Mad a
leno Slbolloz, a native, Is in Jail
awaiting action of the grand Jury,
without bond, and the little daughter
of Jose Mecia is dead as a result of
Slbolloz' attempts to kill an enemy
In the native quarter of this city
Slbolloz shot he child by mistake as
she was being carried to her home in
her father a arms.
Slbolloz had hud some trouble with
Adeltlno Palomino, another native,
known among his acquaintances as
Jose, and was laying In wait for him
at the time of the tragedy, intend
ing to shoot him on sight.
Presently, Jose Mecia, with the
little girl, who was killed, in his
arms, passed the place where the as
sassln was hidden. Slbolloz mistook
Meola in the dark for Palomino, his
intended victim, but not being certain, called out: "O, Jose!" Mecia,
thinking some friend had called to
asking
him, turned and answered,
what was wanted.
Instantly a shot rang out, which
took effect In the right temple of the
child, passing out on the left. The
Sharp's
shot was fired from, a 4
carbine, and must have narrowly
against
Mecia,
of
missed the throat
which the child's head lay.
Slbolloz was immediately arrested,
and had his preliminary hearing before Judge Chapman, who bound him
over without ball to wait the action
of the grand juiy.

'I
DISCUSS
Itut

PRICES

Kays Ho Didn't Solicit PenitenIIUSlllfHN KMiltHl
Mint
Miulo Convicts Sick.
Las Vegas, N. M., July 13. (Special) T. W. Hay ward, member of

tiary

the prison board and one of the
firm of Uraaf & Hayward, would not
discuss the prices his firm charged
the penitentiary for meats furnished
to the convicts.
lie denied rather heatedly that he
had tried to hold up the territory on
account of his position, however.
He said meat used at the convicts'
camp on the scenic highway became
tainted and made the convicts sick.
A physician
advised a change ot
butchers and Hayward says because
he handled native beef, he was given an order for meats during June.
When asked how about the exorbitant charges of his firm for the meat
furnished convicts, Hayward tried to
dodge the issue by saying:
"Well, I didn't solicit the business
anyhow."
He said Trelford knew about the
purchase of meat from the firm of
(Jraaf and Hayward.

The Hague, July 13. It was official,
ly stated today that Joseph II. Choate,
one of the American delegates, speaking to the Korean delegates yesterday, said that America always has
felt good wiill towards the Koreans,
but manifested no opinion about the
present condition of that country. He
expressed the belief that no action can
be taken here, adding that ll the
Koreans desire to make representations to the United States, they must
address themselves to the government
at Washington.
When Will it End.
When the International peace congress convened June 15, Joseph H.
Choate believed that the work could
be finished In four weeks. Now he
Is wondering if he will live long
enough to rest fond eyes upon his
native land again.
As the burglar said to his lawyer
as he was about to be sentenced, It
may be four years, and Jt may be
the tortuous
forever." So .. it is with much-touted
deliberation
of the
peace congress, or, as It is officially
known, the International Arbitration
Tribunal.
oFrty-l- x
different nations, are represented at The Hague. No one representatives dares to express the
thoughts aloud, but every man of
them knows that the present gabfest
Is Interminable.
Progress Impossible.
When the delegates flocked to The
Hague the world seemed to think that
they would rush through a plan for
the. disarmament of every nation under the sun with about as much
celerity as a county convention nomiticket on a
nates a
written beforehand platform.
But when they got down to business they soon found that every delegate had come so loaded down, circumscribed and hedged In by "Ifs,"
"ands" and other provisos that progress was Impossible.
As a consequence, instead of mak-In- ir
ready to beat the swords of the
world Into plowshares and to molt
the cannon into medals "for a good
boy," the talk soon resolved ltseif
Into a question of the fairest method
of Drocedure between two nations in
case war should be declared neceB- sarT.
instead of Introducing a nurry up
resolution, providing for compulsory
arbitration, they fell to discussing
such nuestions as this:
"In case war is inevitable, snail im
aggressive nation send word to the
other. 'In 30 days 1 am going to send
mv fleet over and to blow you on
the map,' so as to give the enemy a
ai
chance to prepare, or Bnau me up
tacking power move Immediately
on tho other's works without a woru
of warning?"
Ridicule tlio Conferees1
that there
Instead of declaring
shall be no more wars, they are try
log to define the status of private
property on the high seas in case
of hostilities.
In other words, instead or laboring
for the utter abolition of war ana ror
the doctrine of compulsory arbitramisunder
tion of all international
standings, the peace congress dele
gates are simply trying to frame up
a new set of rules to govern inter
national warfare.
To 'be very plain about thH matter, Kurope is beginning to tiller at
the "labors" of the peace congress,
that Journaland the Liondon Times,
istic bible, which every true Briton
swears by, describes the members in
these words:
"They are a lot of cosmopolitan
heads who conceive that
swelled
friendship for every country but their
own is proof of superior enngmen
ment and moral rectitude, UmlJ or
astute in half measures. Irrespective
of the import of the measures they
are asked to halve, anu nonest lana
tics who believe that If only the con
ference would decree a millennium
the millennium would begin."
IIAI.TIMOKE CASIIIF.H

is rocxD ccurv,

Baltimore. Mil., July 13. John W,
H. Gelger. late cashier of the Canton
National bank of this city, was today
found guilty in the United States
court, of abstracting ana xrauauienuy
uslns: the funds of the bank.
Sentence was suspended pending a
motion for a new trial, which will be
PMif Pan Win Ilriirliton Event.
Monday.
heard
13.
New York, July
Peter Pan
won the Brighton handicap for three
year olds and up, distance one mile MAY SUTTON WINS
TIUKl) TIME.
ami a quarter, value $20,000, with
MoCarter second, and Montgomery
July 13. May
Newport,
Wales.
third. Time 2:U3
Sutton again won the Welsh tennis
championship today by defeating Miss
N
uro
Stolen.
Jmu
As this Is the third time
Ivowther.
New York, July IS. Jewels valued the American girl has captured this
a t t ' H nnrt
la nnnnunnwl ln,lnv title, she becomes absolute possessor
Ir
have been stolen from the private of the trophy presented by the late
Marquis of Bute.
sale m j, 11. leuauos & company.
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5.

M.

NEI.mOKF, OP lll SSIA, PRESIDING
IEPEACK
CONFEKENCE. CONVEKSINO

OFFICER OF THE HAGUE

WITH M. LEON
FRENCH REPRESENTATIVE.

IN

DEFENSE

CASE

FRANCISCO

HAYWOOD

RESTED

VILLEGAS

DROWNS

TODAY

BUH-;1X1- S,

III RIO

GRANDE

Prosecution Begins Taking Fellow Bather Threw Vic
Evidence In Rebuttal at
tim's Socks Into Stream
This Morning's
and Tragedy
Session.
Followed
MINE OWNER PAULSON

CAUEDJO

THE

BODY HAS NOT

STAND

BEEN

RECOVERED

Says Orchard Sold Interest In Her Went Down In Sight of Friends
cules Mine Before Coeur D'
and Drifted Into Strong CurAlene Troubles Other Witrent Below Barelas
Bridge-Sear- ch
nesses Testify to Facts
Still
in Opposition.
Continues.
Ilolce. Idaho, July 13. With the
opening of court in tho Haywood
case today, Attorney
Richardson
sprung a surprise by announcing
that the defense rested its case. exIt was expected that a powder
pert would be put on the stand this
morning by the defense to testify regarding the liradley explosion In
San Francisco and consequently the
prosecution was not prepared
with
witnesses In rebuttal.
straggle
began
soon
to
Witnesses
In, however, and John C. Rice, was
recalled, die testified that In No
vsmber, 1905, Orwiard did not wear
T1)Ih contradicted
a mustache.
the
witness for the defense, who swore
that he heard Orchard make threats
against Steunenberg, describing Or
chard as a man with a large mus
tache.
Evidence in lU'buttal.
In contradiction of th old soldier,
V.
Elliott, who said that he
John
heard Orchard make threats against
Steunenberg
the state introduced
several railway officials, who pro
that the
duced records showing
trains on which Elliott said he and
Orchard traveled, did not make the
connections which Elliott described
as cart of the Journey.
J. II. Mozer, proprietor of the Ket
tle lilock rooming house in Denver,
the
under
testified that Orchard,
name "Dempsey," stopped with him
AuJuly
or
in
for two weeks late
gust, 1904.
Or. McGee, a witness for the defense, testified several weeks ago
that he saw Orchard in Coeurexamat that time. On cross
ination Mozer said be kept no record
of guests and did not remember the
names of any other transient guests
In the summer of 1904.
Deny Flynn's Story,
Dan Qainey, of Walla Walla, who
lost both feet in the Independence
depot explosion, testified that Dom-Inle- k
Flynn, who had sworn that he
was playing poker with Orchard on
April 19, 1899, (the day of the Bunker Hill and Sullivan explosion) had
told him in a conversation that he
had not seen Orchard since February, 1899. tialney said on cross examination that ha had corresponded
with Orchard since his arrest.
ne

Orchard's

Mlno

Transfer.

Interest in the rebuttal evidence
by
the
was materially quickened
calling of August Paulson, of Wallace, Idaho, one of the owners of the
Orchard
Hercules mine, in which
Interest.
once held
not recould
Paulson said that he
member tire exact date when Orbut after
chard sold his Interest,
early In the spring of 1898 he had
nothing further to do with the property.
The state claims that Orchard sold
his Interest a year or so before the
troubles In that part of the state began. The deed by which Orchard
transferred his interest in the mine
to Dan Carodner, was admitted In
evidence over the protest of the defense. It bore the date of March 7,
1895.

With cries for help In plain vlaw
of a group of his comrades, who were
afraid to ibrave
the Rio Grande's
strong current, Francisco
VUlegas,
the trombone player of the Mexican.
National show band, drowned today
at a point a short distance below the
llarelas bridge. The drowning occurred at 12 o'clock and despite constant searching and dragging along
the banks, and even in the current,
the body has not been recovered.
The Mexican National show is giving performances in Barelas and with
eight others, Vlllegas went to tha
river at noon for the purpose of tak-In- g
a cool bath. The young fellows
were all in good spirits and sported
In the water, never dreaming of tho
tragedy about to take place.
IlfMiilt of
Joke.
As a practical Joke on young Vlllegas, who was a good humored man,
a comrade picked up his socks and
threw them far out in the stream.
Vlllegas, laughing, started to wade
out to them, and finally, with the
water to his neck, made a grasp for
his property. The lunge carried him
Into water over his depth and as ha
could not swim, he began to sink.
The strong current bore him out into
midstream, and he began to shout
for help.
Iirowncd In View of Friends.
Tleallzlng that he was helpless he
threw up iUa hands and gesticulated
frantically.
Before his comrades
comprehended the seriousness ot the
situation, Vlllegas was carried beyond
their reach. Before their eyes he:
sank and rose several times, all the
time drifting farther out into the cur.
rent and down the stream.
In their alarm his friends rushed
to the shore and went for assistance,
none of them being strong enough
swimmers to attempt the rescue. In
a few minutes a throng ot people
on the
of Barelas were gathered
shore at the scene of the drowning.
Men stripped and aw am out into the
water, others patroled the snore several miles down the river, but as
yet the body has not been found.
Word has been sent to lsleta to
have a watch kept for Vlllegas' body.
Vlllegas was well liked by his fellows of the Mexican National show.
He. was only twenty years of age.
ThU Is the second tragic occurrence
in connection with tho band of the
show.
after the
On the morning
Fourth, Angel Mendoza, the cornet
player, was stabbed by Jose De
Hose, the baritone player,
at the
West Knd saloon at old town.
lK-uthe Art.
It has been Impossible to learn
the Identity of the man who threw
as
Vlllegas' socks Into the river.
each of tho party denies the act and
young
One
blame It onto others.
ii, an, however, has been pointed out
f the guilty, and It Is probable that
he Is to blame. The act wa purely
a joke and the Joker had no Intenof hi
tion. of causing the death
filt-ndThere had been no friction between

.

.

(Continued on Page Five.)
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PAOK TWO.

Wc Are Headquarters For Matresses
The Dmlble No. 1 Ion staple, "Ort-to- n
Palm Fiber;" ana the Jana
nom VcgetAbto Pon."
The above mattresses are made for
tt by special order ana we guar
antee them equal If not
Ibetter than any other
mattress at any price,
we also have the Oster-moand a fan line of
the cheaper grades; we
(Will
open mattresses
and show yen the material made of; satisfaction

1$

guaranteed.

W. V. Fotrclle Furniture Co.
I

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT
n.

WOAD

NEW

THROUGH NEW
MEXICO
Kansas

City-Sa-

n

Diego Route

Will Pass Through

Territory.
El Paso, Texas, July 13. Within a
hort time representatives
of the
Kansas City, Lawton & Pacific Railway company will come here to confer with the council relative to securing a franchise for their road
through El Paso, with privilege for
y
a
and terminals.
The Kansas City, Lawton & Pacific
road Is to be an air line system from
Kansas City to a point on the coast
at or near San Diego, and will pass
through, EI Paso after traversing a
country in Texas hitherto inaccessi
ble to railroads, via Carlsbad, N. M.,
tapping that rich section of the ter
ritory. Work on the survey of the
route is now under way.
Mayor Sweeney recently met Judge
Scott of Kansas City,
Justice
or Kansas, who sought Information
from the mayor relative to securing
a. franchise
for the Lawton
road
through El Paso.
Mayor Sweeney Informed Judge
Scott that If his people could show
the city council that they meant
business he thought the council ready
and willing to do what might be
tight, but that franchises were not to
be given for speculative purposes,
s
The Route,
Judge Scott is authority for the
statement that all the bonds of the
lawton road have been placed, and
that the surveys have almost reached
this part of the route. He said that
he would appear before the council
to approach them on the franchise
question at an early date.
A preliminary prospectus of the
road says that the Kansas City, Law-to- n
& Pacific Railway company is a
corporation organized under the laws
of Oklahoma territory on the 26th
day of July, 1908, and that the corporation proposes to build a line of
right-of-wa-

ef

Express company
The Wells-Farg- o
continues to ship through Albuquer
que car loads of California ana Texas
cantaloupes each. day.
.
Way car 1R.749 carries a sign oi
the aide whkrhp bears the 'ollowlncr
"Behold the Lamb of Oo, which
taketh away the bins of tna world."
Superintendent W. K. Etter. of the
Rio Orande division, arrived In the
city this morning on an Inspection
trip.
Ben Williams, chief of the Santa
Fe special police, returned this morning from a trip over the Rio Grande
division.
I A. Mullanty, connected with the
Santa, Fe offices at Wlnslow, arrived
In the city last night.
Passenger train No. 2 was pulled
north this morning by two engines,
Uli and 103.

The town of Tucumcarl, N. M., has
been obliged to adopt a new time
since the El Paso & Southwestern has
taxen over tne hock island irom Ban
ta Rosa to that place. Heretofore
that now has been using Central
time, as used by the Rock Island, but
now It has to use Mountanl time, ai
used by the Southwestern. The ministers of the churches announced the
service on the new time Sunday and
most of the business places began
working one hour later Monday
morning.
A party of seven carpenters has
arrived in Las Vegus from Topeka
and will commence work at once on
the company hospital north of that
A new roof will be placed on
city.
the building and the Interior will be
entirely changed and remodeled. The
barn will also receive a naw roof and
several changes. From a month to six
weeks will expire before the work Is
completed.

www

A new station will be established
on the Santa Fe Central ral'vay at

Farmers, mechanics, railroaders,
laborers rely on Dr. Thomas' Eclec- trlc Oil. Takes the sting out of cuts,
burns or bruises at once. Pain cannot stay where it is used.
INSTITUTE TO RE HELD
IN SANDOVAL COFNTY
Bernalillo. July 11, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that the
county Institute and summer school
for the county of Sandoval will be
held at the Lnretto Academy In the
town of Bernalillo, the county seat,
for the period prescribed by law com
mencing on the Bth day of August.
1907. All those who are Interested in
teaching and who desire to teach In
the public schools of the county must
attend the institute. The conductor
has been designated by the super
lntendent of public instruction.
J. FELIPE S1LVA,
Superintendent of Schools of Sando
val County.
I will mall you free, to prove merit,
samples of my Dr. Snoop a Restora
tlve, and my Book on eitner Dyspep
sia. The Heart or The ivianeys
Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or
Kidneys are merely symptoms of
deeper ailment.
Don't make the
common error of treating symptom
only. Symptom treatment is treating
the result of your ailment, and not
the cause. Weak Stomach nerves- the Inside nerves mean Stomach
And the Heart,
weakness, always.
and Kidneys as well, have their con
Weaken
trolling or inside nerves.
these nerves, and you Inevitably have
Here Is where
weak vital organs.
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made its
fame. No other remedy even claim
Also
to treat the "inside nerves."
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath
or complexion, use Dr. Shoop's Re
storative.
write me today ror sam
pie and free Book. Dr. Snoop, Uacine, Wis. The Restorative Is Bold by
all dealers.
Our ROrtAl DKT wont ann's have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.
o

Had Burns Quickly Healed.

oooooooocxxxo

Winter's lingering in the lap of Spring did it. Perhaps you remember
that, when we expected pleasant weather early in the spring, it snowed. Then
it snowed again. And then it snowed between snows and all at the time
when we should have been selling Spring things. The short season leaves our
stock too large. NOW THINGS MUST GO. New season and new stock in
view. Plenty of time to wear light weights but short time in which to sell
them. So, here goes. The more you buy the more you'll save. That's the
whole story.
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LOOK AT MY WINDOW

FAIR PRICE

MANDELL

M.

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

3. D. Eakln, President
O. Gloml, Vice President.

For BACKACHE WEAK KIDNEYS Try
and Safi
OiWItfi Kldntj md Bladder Pill-- Suri

J.

crettry

Tmnm

uoeesaors to

MEL'.NI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

WMOummALm

A QIOMI.

dcalcr
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
ovorytblag In ttoek to outfit Ibo

Wa koop

moot fastidious

It

Children Like

Chu. aTellnl,
O. Bacbecai,

Consolidated Liquor Company

C05TAIKS HONEY AXD TAR
Relieves Cold by working them out of
the system through a copious and healthy
action of the bowels.
Rslleres Coughs by cleansing tha
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
and bronchial tubes.
"As pleasant to the taste
as Maple Sugar"

I

O'TUKlXiT CO.
Oct a free sample of Dr. Shoop's
"Herilth Coffee" at our store. If real
coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever
Dr. Shoop has
Coffee Imitation.
closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Coffee in flavor and taste, yet It has
not a single grain of real Coffee In It.
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imitation
Is made from pure toasted grains or
Made
cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc.
You
In a minute.
No tedious wait.
Sold by C. U,
will surely like it.
Brlgham.
SOLD BY

.

bar oomploto

J.

A,
Have been appointed exclusive agent In the touthweet fee
Schllti, Wm. Uemp and St. Louie A. B. C Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, V. H. McBrayere Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T. J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous t mantle,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article aa received by ns from the best
laertea.
Distilleries and Breweries In tae United Stat a. Call aad lnspaet ear
Stock and Prices, or writ for Illustrated Catalogue and Fries klst
Issued to dealers only.

1.

Peiiint!

I jet me paper and paint yonr
house.
guaranteed.
Satisfaction
Prompt attention to mall orders.
I n
VI art

FEE'S GOOD, COLD TVIOT BEEf
WALTON'S nUUG STORE.

,VT
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Paper!

VVetll

EMMONS.

wv,
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South Socond and Lead
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COe00DOeX000
621 North

First Street.

Phone No. 489

"I am so delighted with what
Chamberlains Salve has done for me
that I feel bound to write and tell

Mexico City and return $40.25. June
S to 15 inoliiHive. Limit Augurt
you so," says Mrs. Robert Mytton,
457 John St., Hamilton, Ontario. "My
31. 1007.
little daughter had a bad burn on Norfolk, Vs., and return, 15 day limit,
sixty
day, $72.90; seasor
$58.75;
applied
Chamberlain's
her knee. I
limit, Dec. 15th, $87.45.
salve and It healed beautifully."
Tills salve allays the pain of a burn Denver and return, $23.70; Colorado
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
most Instantly. It Is for sale by all
druggists.
and return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
June 1st to Sept. SO. 1907. Return
limit Oct. 31, 1!07.

ff

Pl'HDT,

DIAMOND

Affent.

MAUGEP

W. E.

OUR ANNUAL

Soutliweaitern Brewery

WOOL

with Raube and Mauger
Office, 115 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. If.

a.Jlei
Minniinnier
Starts Monday, July 15

&

THE TROUT SEASON IS NOW OPEN
We now operate the Pecos Ranch (formerly the Sparks ranch)
we can accommodate
fifteen guests.
We can accommodate twenty-fiv- e
guests at The Valley Ranch.
Will send our wagons to meet any train at Glorleta, If notified by letter or telegraph. Are prepared to carry comfortably parties of any
number to any and all points on Uie river. Write for rates.
Addrem letters to Pecos. N. M. . Teleirrania addressed to as at
Glorleta, will be telephoned to ns without delay.

at the headwaters of the Pecos river, where

THE VALLEY RANCH
momoaKmcmo9cmooa)0909oa)o m ook3oxmok3okooojo
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Don't Forget The
Don't Count the Cost

You

Viic calf
flnnc fVinf
avAv marlp
era
ww
uimiiv f
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in vtu mnlp
hut
a success unsurpassed in our history. We have employed p
enough extra help in order to be able to give prompt at--1
tention. For prices look at our windows. Read our big
posters carefully.
xe-'--
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PLANING

MILL

day.

PIONEER BAKERY
SOT

Snath First Street.

Every Woman
u uurrrsu

ii ana tnoalrt kuow
tutlt the w underfill
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L. KEMPENICH

ALBUQUERQUE

COAL

131
THE OLDEST MILL IX THE CTTT.
when eating our pies, cakes and
American RIock, per ton.. $6. 50'
When In need of sash, door, frames, Rest
$8.50
pastry, for It's small in comparison etc. Screen work a tipecialty. 403 Anthracite Nut, per ton
Anthracite Stove and Furnace
with the satisfaction you rain. The South Flint street. Telephone 40S.
per ton
$9. 50
day you start using- - the products of
our bakery will be a red letter one
on your calendar.
Mark It up this

If

1

Ice Company.
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CUT PRICES ARE NOW ON THE BILL

.

T. E.
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CUT PRICES!

CUT PRICES!

week.
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SATURDAY,
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the Los Angeles shops, will continue
In the local shops.
Freight engine 1605 Is expected
here soon. It was turned out of the
Toneka shoos, where It underwent a
thorough overhauling, the first of the

a point four miles south of Stanley
and seven miles north ot Moriarty.
It will be called LXlbert in honor of
Frank Dibert, assistant treasurer of
the Santa Fe Central railway.
Fireman Thomas, who fell from
the front end of hU engine several
days ago, is now at the La Junta hos
pital. He received a fractured skull,
one arm broken and other bad Injur
ies ,as well as Internal Injuries.
WILL ERECT TEMPORARY
www
Barney Mollerlng. formerly day
FRAME JtOt'ND HOUSE.
round house foreman here, has arSan Bernardino,
Cal., July 13.
Los Angeles, according to a
witnin a lew days work will begin on rived In
a temporary Santa Fe round house letter which was received by an emon the site of the one that collapsed ploye of the shops. He Is now round
on the morning of the Fourth. The house foreman in the Angel City.
wreck of the old building will be
A. D. Brashear, assistant baggage-mastutilized as far as possible, and over
the El Paso union depot.
this wreck will be built a wooden shed passed ofthrough
this
which will serve to house the engines morning, en route Albuquerque
to his old home
after a fashion until the new round in West Virginia, which
not
he
has
house of steel and reinforced concrete
evelen years.
which has been planned for some time visited In the past
www
can oe Duiit.
Faywra Ripley, trainmaster of the
The fact that the contract for the
Grande division, who spent yesgrading of the sites for the new build Rio
terday
city, left on No.
this
ings at the Santa Fe yards has been morningin this Son
IMarclal to resume
let and that this work will commence his officialforduties after
vaa
month's
tomorrow Is a guarantee that the new
round houe, storehouse and shop cation.
a
buildings which have been so badly
1612 this morning backed
needed here for some time will cer theEngine
rear tank trucks into the turn
tainly be built In the near future.
tailile iit at lias Vegas.
The rear of
the tfluk damaged the turn table, putHELD VP PASKEXfiETt
ting it out of service for a short
TRAIN FOR DAMAGES.
Fort Scott, Kan., July 13. Robert time.
Walton, a Vernon county, Missouri
Joe Sheridan, special agent for the
farmer, delayed a Missouri Pacific Santa Fe, luft this morning for Santa
passenger train on the track crossing Fe on company business.
his farm ror half an hour by refus
ing to get off the track. Walton took
The two daughters of W. Y. Black,
this novel method of attempting to of the general superlntondon.'a oilice

...

CITIZEN.

...

one-ma-

road from Kansas City, Mo via Jop-llMo.; Muskogee, Creek Nation;
Hampton, Wewoka, Somlnole Nation, and Adit, Chickasaw Nation, I.
T to Lawton, Okla.; to Quanah,
Carlsbad, N. M.; El Paso, Texas;
Benson, Arts.; Yuma, and thence to
a point on the Pacific coast at or
near San Diego.
Short Line.
This route, the prospectus declares,
will be shorter by 190 miles or more
than any existing line. In no Instance
Is the proposed line nearer the Texas
& Pacific than
seventy miles, although the two routes parallel for
a distance of 300 miles. It Is also
that distance and more from the
Rock Island.
Referring to the route to be traversed through the part of Texas be
tween here and the Panhandle, the
prospectus declares "the line crosses
the headwaters of the Blanco canyon,
or White river, the Double Mountain
fork of the Brazos, the sources of the
Colorado, the first clear streams of
the Concho, and from thence to toe
Pecos, crossing which the line follows
the south bank of the Delaware river
to the southern base of Guadalupe
peak, then following around the huge
butt of this mountain passes through
a corner of New Mexico known as the
Springs country, from Its innumer
able springs, and which Is believed
by all government experts to be In
the artesian belt; from thence the
line goes over a magnificent low mesa
to El Paso."

EVENING

at La Junta are very sick with ty
phoid fever at that ilty.
A string of new Mexican Central
oil tank cars passed through the city
today for El Paso, where taey will
be transferred.
II. 8. Van Bivc.k. live stock agent
for the Hunta Ee with headquarters
at El Paso, spent yesterday afternoon in the city.
.
Jack Oetchel. a machinist at the
shops, who It was said early In the
week that he would resign to go to

collect a claim atraJnnt the company.
fUxme time ago the ame train with
the same crew killed three mules and
a horse belonging to Mr. Walton. He
filed no claim ag.ilnst the company but
waited as long as he believed was a
reasonable time for the company to
settle with him. The company having
failed to see him about the matter, he
mounted a horse Monday night and
stood on the track as the train approached. The engineer whistled, but
Walton sat In his saddle and would
not permit the horse to budge, waving
his hand to flag the train.
The train stopped with the engine
close to him, and he demanded $700
from the engineer for his stock, saying the train could not move until he
got his money. No persuasltion would
Induce him to relent. The conductor
and train crew argued with him for
a long time, and Ilnally a crowd of
passeivgers got out and endeavored to
reason with him.
Walton would listen to no argument
for the delay of a settlement, and
finally the passengers took the bit and
led the man's mount off the track.
permitting the engineer to creep past
him by , the exercise or some caution.
The law. which went Into effect on
Friday, limiting the hours of railroad
telegraphers to 8 hours, will result in
a third man being added to tne tele
graph force n all otllces at present
working with two. The law does not
n
apply to
stations and In order to avoid the law many roads are
reducing the force In the two and
three-me- n
stations to one man wher
ever possible. As the dispatchers or
flees do not require the men to work
morn than 8 hours, there will oe ill
tie change under the new law.
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Plumber
Telephone No. 61 John S. Beavcn
602 80UTH FIRST STREET.
The Standard
AND

TOIlNILLOi
TERMS STRICTLY CASH.

When you want to buy, sell,
rent or exchange
Our work is at our name
implies, and our charges are
Household Goods
right.
Keep busy until you find
Standard Plumbing & Keating Co

Star Furniture Co.
214

W. Gold Ave.
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NEW

BREED

IS

SHEEP

OFTUCUMCARI IS FEW REPTILES
A

WINNER

PROSPERING

OF POISON

GREATLY

NAME

Missouri Man Has Perfected Many New Buildings Are
ing Erected In That
Hardy Stock of
City.
Animals
A new breed of sheep hns been developed by Willlnm Buchman
of
Clapper, Mo., whlrh carry all the
best points of the Hamboulllet,
Shropshire nnl Cotswold. He befran
and
with twenty Shropshire ewes
crossed them with a Ramboulllet
buck. The ewes secured from this
mating were then crossed with a
Cotswold buck. It is claimed that
they Inherit the hardy traits of the
iviiinbouiUets,
the mutton qualities
of the Shropshire
and the heavy
fleeces of the Cotswolds. He has 176
from which he sheared an average of nine pounds of wool this sea- on which brought 27c, the highest
price of the season.
Alknll ltolann.
Some men have accustomed their
sheep to the use of alkali which Is so
abundant on the ranges to take the
place of salt In the animal economy.
Animals long deprived of alkali by
being kept on the ranges where It la
found In no great abundance In the
water nor as a deposit In low ground
are apt to take these salts In excess
when driven Into localities where
they abound or are apt to drink to
excess the concentrated salts contained In certain ponds or lakes when
very thirsty.
Hence it Is that certain waters get the name of poisonous
but appear to have no especial characteristics other than being strongly
alkaline. The general symptoms are
fermentation of the food In the
alimentary canal and bloat, resulting
In congestion of the blood about the
Sheep begin to swell up
stomach.
like a poisoned dog aJmost Immediately after drinking or eating the
alkali, become stupid, get stiff In the
legs and finally lose the use of the
They often froth
limbs altogether.
about the mouth and show a deposit
of an alkali-lik- e
substance about the
nostrils. They sometimes die within
an hour, occasionally for two or three
days before death but a large prorecover. Stock
portion eventually
also eat the indigestible black alkali
results.
The
with frequent, fatal
trouble can only be avoided by salting the stock grazed in
regions or by driving them to places
where this alkali can be obtained at
regular Intervals and by avoiding water known, to contain this salt in excess.
float Skin notthm.
Goat skins are still used for bottles in Palestine as in the time of
packed
they
are
and
Christ
Once
around by the
the Master observed, "Neither do
"
wine1
men put new
Into old bottles
lest the bottles break and the wine
runneth out and the bottles periBh;
but they put new wine into new bottles, and both are preserved." In the
street of an oriental city the leather
bottle Is much In evidence. Water,
lemonade, wine and other drinks are
sold from these bottles, the cleanliness of which is always In doubt.
These drink venders, in a sing-son- g
tone cry out. "Drink, drink, drink, O
ye thirsty! Come to me and drink!"
This reminds one of the Biblical invitation, "Ho, every one that thirsteth
come ye to the waters and drink."
Charles A. Green of Green's Fruit
Grower, describes how in Jersualem
the pools
the water is brought from
outside and below the city in these
large goat skin bottles and emptied
into earthern Jars, much like the
Mexican ollas, In which it Is kept for
family use. The skin bottle Is also
utilized as a street sprinkler.
non-alkall-

agu-vendo-

Be-

New Alexlco and Arizona Not
Overrun With Dangerous Snakes.

Tucumcarl, N. M., July 13. SpeNumberless as the snnds of the
cial). Kev. W. H. DuBose, pastor of southwestern deserts are the myths
the Presbyterian church, has gone to of the deadly reptile and other pois
Denver, Colo., for a three weeks' out- onous .things that are commonly sup
ing. He will spend most of his vaca- posed to infest every bunch of
tion in the cool altitudes
and cactus.
Nevertheless, It
of the
may safely be affirmed that there are
Hockles.
Messrs. S. C. Campbell and A. B. only three dangerous
creatures in
Simpson have let the contract for a the southwest. Most dreaded of all
is the. rattlesnake, but hardly less to
50x100 foot block on Main
street.
y
The building will be a
and be feared is the commonplace skunk.
will be divided into two store rooms, More deadly than either of these but
the upper story being used for of- less considered because so rare that
few persons ever see It is the hog
fices.
Herman Gerhardt, J. C. Jones and nosed viper. The centipede, the alia
y
monster, the scorpion and the taranN. V. Gallegos are each erecting
business houses on Second tula are not by any means pleasant
companions, tout none of them Is dan
street one block south of Main street.
gerous contrary as the assertion may
y
A. K. Carter is building a
on
Main
block
street. The material be to accented traditions.
used Is an excellent quality of red
No llvlnjr creature Is more univer
sandstone, of which there is a fine sally feared than the Gila monster.
quarry two and one half miles east Yet inquiry falls to bring to light a
of the city.
single authenticated instance of the
Col. T. W. Hemans states that in bite of this creature having resultthe past year he has recorded 3,700 ed fatally. The fact that dissection
filings.
no and microscopic examination fall to
Practically
homestead
free land remains In this community. reveal any trace of glands for the se
cretion of venom ought to be regardKstaneia,
ed as satisfactory evidence that this
RMancla, N. M., July 13. (Special) member of the lizard family has been
The Methodist and Baptist denom- grossly maligned.
erecting handsome
are
inations
Not Poisonous.
houses of worship at this place. The
Some years ago William H. Cobb,
Methodist church is practically finished and the Baptist is about half a pioneer civil engineer, who has car
completed.
ried the transit over almost every
Kev. J. R. Gass, of Albuquerque, mile now traversed toy the Santa Fe
the synodical missionary of the route in the territories, with a few
Presbyterian church, is arranging for other Inquisitive spirits of Albuquerthe organization of a Presbyterian que, undertook to settle the mooted
point as to whether the una monster
church at this place.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Brashears, of was really dangerous or not. A line
specimen
was captured and confined
days'
in
Eslancla, left for a few
visit
in a wire inclosure.
Then a chicken
Santa Fe Friday night.
llaln, which was greatly needed, was secured and the feathers removfell quite liberally at Wlllard and ed from its breast, that the reptile
have a fair chance to do its
other points in the Estancla valley might
worst. The chicken was then held
lost night.
close to the lizard. It snapped viciMrs. Henry Otero, of Albuquerque, visited in Estancla this week and ously at the chicken's breast, securing a firm hold and not letting go
returned to Albuquerque Friday.
for ten minutes. When It released
Its victim it was found that its breast
Portalos.
Portales, N. M., July 13. (Special) bone was broken. Nevertheless biddy
Hardy, Goodloe & Co., hardware quickly recovered, the bone knitting
merchants, have let the contract and and the wound healing over without
construction has begun on a concrete swelling or giving any Indications of
block business house, 100x160 feet, poisoning. This appears to furnish
south of the postoftlce. The whole good foundation for the belief that
building will be used for their exten- the dreaded Gila monster is really
as harmless as are all of Its numerous
sive hardware business.
relatives of the great lisard family.
Possibly the
but apparTcxico.
Texico, N. M July 13. (Special) ently groundless fear Inspired by it
Heavy rains prevailed throughout is due In part to its repulsive apRoosevelt and the south portion of pearance. Possibly too, Its bite may
Quay counties test night. The value have been known at times to have
proved fatal. It Is fond of feeding
to growing crops Is Inestimable.
upon putrled flesh.
Should it bite
any one after partaking of a feast
Torrance.
Torrance, N. M., July 13. (Spemes-qui- te

two-stor-

two-stor-

two-stor-

wide-sprea-

cial) A heavy rain fell here last
night. The rain was accompanied by
wind and electrical disturbances. The
rain prevailed for quite a distance In
each direction and will prove of
great help to stock Interests.
llomvell.
Roswell. N. M., July 13. (Special)
Hon. Robert Kellahln. postmaster
of Roswell, has gone to Denver, Col.,
on an Important business mission. He
will be absent two weeks.
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bottle.

Our little

book, telling all about
this liniment, will be sent free.
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Bradflsld RegtittDr Co., Atlanti, Gi.
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G.L Keppeler

Albuquerque
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The Hollenbcck Hotel
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Long Uvo Uie King

is the popular cry

throughout

Euro-

pean countries, while In America,
the cry of the present day la "Long
live Dr. King's New Discovery, King
of Throat and Lung Remedies!" of
which Mrs.
Julia Ryder Paine,
Turro, (Mass., says: "It never falls
relief and to
to give immediate
quickly cure a cough or cold. "Mrs.
maPalne's opinion is shared by
jority of the Inhabitants of this country. New Discovery cures weak lungs
and sore throats after all other
remedies have failed; and for coughs
and colds it's the only sure cure.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 60o and
$1.00 bottle free.
o

A large line of brass, bronzed an
iron beds, small refrigerators, carpets, linoleum, window shades, curtain poles, stair pads, mattresses,
stoves and ranges, baby Iron beds.

Futrelle Furniture

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

.

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marqtuette

Albtfqtterqoe, New Mexico
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HE BIG FAIR

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
Every Nights
Everywhere!
Every Day!

Seattle, Wash., July 13. Dressed
like fashion plates, Harry C. Dorsey,
his handsome wife and their bulldog
are under arrest for alleged shoplifting. Several hundred dollars' worth
of supposed plunder was found In the
apartments of the couple.
They would enter stores and be
shown some article, when the dog
would rush In from the street and
create a commotion to draw the at.
tentlon of the clerics.
The couple would endeavor to quiet
the dog and disappear during the excitement, taking whatever was handy.
The police say the same operations
are reported from other coast cities.

child-birth-

BAIjDRIDGE

'Annual Territorial
Fair Association
October 7th to 12th, Inclusive, 1907

Melrose, N. M July IS. (Special)
Judge Denby, United States court
commissioner, has taken over 2,000
homeBtead. tilings in this section of
Roosevelt county alone. The pros
pect of the town and community were
never better.

Every woman covets ft'
shapely, pretty figure, and
many of them deplore tha
loss of their girlish forma
after marriage. The bearing
of children is often destructive
to the mother's shapeliness.
All of this can be avoided,
however, by the use of Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this
great liniment always prepares the body for the strain upon it, and
preserves the symmetry of her form. Mother's Friend overcomes all the
,
and carries the expectant mother safely through
danger of
this critical period without pain. It is woman's greatest blessing.
Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit and relief derived from tile
use of this wonderful
I
I
Jl 17
remedy. Sold by all
druggists at fi.ooper

C.

Twenty-Sevent- h

non-owne- rs

ifl
New

J.

DKALKR IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBK0
they slept the skunk would steal up
and bite them In the face most comSHERWIN-WILLIAMS
monly selecting
nose.
the
PAINT Cover more, looks best, wear
The
wound nearly always proves fatal.
the longest, most economical; full measure.
Since the close of the Indian camBUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
paign and the general adoption of the
Paint, Glass, Bash, Doors, Etc.
ways of civilization,
people rarely
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBCQCERQCE, NEW fEX.
sleep upon the ground In the open
air.
Mr. Cobb, the pioneer surveyor on
the Santa route, already, mentioned, states without blushing that the
worst fright he ever had In his life
was due to three skunks.
He wad
sleeping In the open, on the Arizona
desert. A.wakenlng suddenly about
daybreak, he was horrlftod to see a
317-31S. Second St.
9
large skunk asleep on his breast, another on his stomach and a third on
his legs. The night was frosty and
Phone 967
the warmth of his body had evidently wooed them fo slumber.
To throw
the three off his body by a sudden
spring from his recumbent position,
without giving them time to sink their
teeth Into his flesh was a gymnastic
feat that he attempted with entire
Mexico
success, although he admits that
nothing but the strength inspired by
terror made It possible. Next night
he camped in the same place, but
set himself to watch for skunks, instead of to Bleep. Kefore morning
dawned he had shot seven. EvidentA. C. niLICKE and JOHN 8. MITCHELL Invite their friends to make
ly the three he had unwittingly enNew Mexico headquarters at
tertained the night before had spread
the news of his hospitality among
their friends.
Ilattlcsnakcs Numerous There
But the rattlesnake Is the most
of the deadly reptiles of the
Lot Angeles, California
southwest. On the Mojave and Colorado deserts one's ear Is always
Tour friendship and patronage la appreciated. Courtesy and
strained to catch the warning "buzz"
for it never strikes without giving
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollanback Hotel and Cafe
notice of Us intention. In the course
better than aver. Location convenient and desirable.
of a day's travel across the desert,
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
one is sure to see or hear anywhere
from fifteen to thirty of these dangerous reptiles and some days he may
see fifty. Consequently no one should
travel on foot or on horseback in New
OftOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOeOO
Mexico or Arizona without the appropriate remedies. These are plenty of
"Taos lightning." or strong whisky
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
for Internal use, and plenty of permanganate of potash for immediate
m. s. MALL. Proprietor
application to the wound. Soon after
being bitten the victim becomes crazIron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; Shaft
ed and remains In that condition for
In a. Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns as. J Iroa
hours. If proper remedies are not
Fronts tor Buildings.
promptly applied, death is certain In
mmpmlm on Mining mmd mm Mmmhlnory m Bpoiottr
Its most agonizing form. Perhaps the
Foundry east aid of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
best safeguard against being bitten Iss,
the constant wearing of leather
or at least corduroy or other 0OOO0O0K3O0O00O000O0
's
heavy trousers through which the
fangs cannot pierce.

NEW MEXICO'S

Mclrone.

DOG AIDED

hog-nose-

yT,

ed in the souihW'wt every
Soldiers on the ma rote n the warm climate of the southwest were accustomed to sleep on the ground. While

"We're Off in a Bunch"

Punnyslilp.
Sunnyside, N. M., July 13. (Spe-clu- l)
E. H. Hamilton, cashier of the
First National bank, began a three
weeks' vacation today. He has been
on the Rick list for a month. Ben
Smith of the Portales bank and Trust
Co., will relieve him at the cashier's
Constipation.
For constipation there Is nothing desk.
quite so nice as Chamberlain's Stomt'lovls.
ach and Liver Tablets. They always
Clovis, N. M., July 13.
special)
produce a pleasant movement of the The
Water, Light and Fuel Co.,
bowels without any disagreeable ef- D. F.Craig
Craig
R.
C.
Reld owners,
fect. Price, 25 cents. Samples free. struck a line and
flow of water here yesFor sale by all druggists.
terday. This one well, it is esti
mated, will furnish water sufficient
for a town of 3.000 people. Another
KENNEL CLUB IS
well will be drilled and pipes laid
immediately for a water works system.
SUCCESSFUL MOVE

The Albuquerque Kennel club, of
which D. K. B. Sellers, father of the
Central avenue movement, and various other projects for the improvement of Albuquerque, Is the prime
mover, will be formally organized at
a meeting called for next week In
the offtee of Dr. Wroth.
"I am meeting with all kinds of encouragement, from both owners and
of dogs," said Colonel
Sellers today. "We expect to have
membership
of fifty local
a charter
business men before the date of the
meeting, so that we can proceed to
perfect the organization.
"We have a number of matters
that will be recommended, especially
the revision of the city laws in regards to dogs. The matter In which
taxes for worthy dogs are collected
and also the manner in which unworthy dogs are not taxed and allowed
to roam the streets.
"Altogether, there are about sixty
dgs In Albuquerque that are pure
lred and which possess pedigrees. It
Is our intention to secure a special
day at the fall fair for a bench show,
where prizes will be awarded for the
bred dogs of Albuquerque and

d

of that kind blood poisoning would
be almost Inevitable, although not due
to any venom secreted by the Gila's
organism.
The lUto of tlio Tarantula.
Whether the tarantula Is ever a
death' dealer or not Is another disputed point. However, there seems
to be no doubt that the bite of this
spider like creature Inflicts one of the
most painful wounds that the human
body can endure. Stolid Indians, who
have borne the tortures of the Sun
dance without flinching, have been
known to roll upon the ground, and
shriek In agony when bitten by a
tarantula, which leaves a livid scar
that never grows dim.
While some people say that a tarantula bite sometimes proves fatal,
it is difficult to And a well authenticated Instance of this kind.
The centipede leaves a little train
of blisters wherever it crawls over
anyone and each of these blisters develops Into painful ulcers. Its bite
Is extremely painful but ravely ever
proves fatal, since the discovery of
Iodoform and similar remedies, although if the traditions of old timers
are to be believed. It used to be conmatter.
"Doc"
sidered a serious
Thomas, of Old Atbuquerque, was bitby
an enormous cenll-iped- e
ten severely
several years ago, but cured
'himself by the use of no other remedy than liberal potations of whisky.
The scorpion Is another unpleasant
companion on the desert whose venomous powers have been greatly over,
estimated.
It is in the habit of secreting Itself In one's clothing at
night, and making its presence felt
when one ibeglrm to dress in the morning. Its sting is severe and painful,
but rarely dangerous.
VImt.
Tlio Hltlcons llog-nosc- d
d
viper is found in
The
southwestern New Mexico and Arizona
sometimes wandering as far
north as Gallup and Lamy. It is
however, not common anywhere in
the American southwest, although In
parts of Old Mexico it is a terrible
scourge. It Is about as ugly a creature as one can well Imagine,p taking
nose
Its name from Its turned-uthat strangely caricatures a hog's
snout. Over Its eyes are two hornlike scales somewhat similar to a
chauffeur's goggles. It rarely attains
a length of more Mian eighteen
inches. It hides In the sand, which
Is exactly the same color as Its body,
so that one Is likely to provoke it to
wrath by treading upon It without
noticing It. Many sheep herders
have been fatally bitten by It The
fangs of this ugly creature are precisely similar to those of the rattler,
and Its venom fully as deadly.
Which is the more deadly the
skunk or the rattlesnake is a query
that many a frontiersman would ponder long before answering. There
are two species of skunk, or polecat,
Indigenous to the southwest. One is
precisely similar in arpearance and
characteristics to the malodorous little animal that Is familiar to everyone. The other is a little striped
creature of about half that size, most
common In southern New Mexico and
Arizona and northern New Mexico.
Itoth have been known to Inflict fatal
bites, but the little striped animal is
the less vicious of the two.
J las Killed 600 American Soldiers.
It Is said that the commonplace
polecat has to Its credit a roll of dead
numbering at least 600 soldiers of the
United States army. From the time
of the American occupation In the
Mexican war down 'till the final
rounding tip of Geronlmo and his
band of Apache braves In the Sierra
Madras of Mexico, the skunk was
responsible for fifteen to twenty-fiv- e
fatalities among the soldiers station
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The ALBUQUERQUE ITHE
EVENING CITIZEN

CUB'S

A Biincli From Bill Poler.

Highland M. K. Church South 3 IS
South .Arno street. 11 a. m. and 8
p. m., preaching by the pastor. 7 p.
m. Kpworth league service.
Every
member Is urged to be present.
Strangers are welcome. O. B. Holll-da-

The Hawkeye Refrigerator Basket

Christian Science Service
Room
Grant Bldg., corner of Central
avenue and Third street. Sunday services 11 a. m. Subject, "Truth."
Wednesday evening services at 7:45.
Reading room open every day from
4 to 5 o'clock.
28

MANAGING EDITOR

REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES AND THE "SQUARE DEAL."
ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.

Wfiats

St.

tfte ITlattcr?

Friday evening The Citizen published a facsimile of two hills from the
to
territorial prison, showing that a member of the prison board wold meat
Che penitentiary at a price greatly in advance of lower bids by an Albuquerque firm.
What's the matter with the reformers' organ, the Morning Journal, that
It did not explain this little matter?
Can It be possible that the Morning Journal has no explanation to make?
Is It true that thei erstwhile reformers, will allow such an open exposure of
reform methods to paps unchallenged without one word of explanation? d
Will the reformers permit the public to believe that Graaf & Hayward,
a member of the prison commission) sold beef to the prison for EIGHT
AND A HALF CENTS A POUND and fore quarters at SEVEN AND A HALF
CENTS PER POUND when Turner & Ground received but SIX AND A
(Hay-war-

HALF CENTS AND FOUR AND A HALF CENTS for identically the tamo
grades of meat?
WILL THE REFORMERS PASS IN SILENCE THE STATEMENT BY
AN ALBUQUERQUE FIRM THAT ITS BID FOR THE SAME MEATS WAS
TURNED DOWN BY THE PRISON COMMISSIONERS ALTHOUGH THIS
COMPANY'S BID WAS ONLY SIX AND THREE QUARTERS CENTS AND
FIVE AND THREE QUARTERS CENTS A POUND FOR THE SAME
KINDS OF MEATS?
The truth of the mater is. the Morning Journal Is not In position to make
a defense of this action by the penitentiary commissioners and cannot offer
I
one word of explanation.
This is another sample of how Trelford, aided by the prison board, succeeded In using up all but about $6,000 of the $35,000 appropriation In seven
months.
This petty graft excels anything in its line ever known In New Mexico
and It is so rotten, that for the Morning Journal to attempt an explanation
would place that paper In the light of a party to the deal.
For pure, unadulterated graft, it appears that the reform prison board
will break the record In New Mexico.

Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees for 14 Hours. Indispensable to Those Who
Have Used It. :: :: :: ::

What has the reform secretary of the Bureau of Immigration done except to draw his ralury?
Where are those periodical meetings the board
Why is it that the
Intended to hold from time to time in various localities?
Morning Journal with D. A. Macpherson and H. B. Henlng both holdings
Jobs on the Bureau of Immigration, no longer denounces the bureau as a
The acting governor, by the re
"foolish waste of the people's money?"
moval of Trelford has shown up a state of affairs worse than even Hager-man- 's
opponents knew existed. If the acting governor would devote a little
attention at this time to the Bureau of Immigration, he would undoubtedly
find that outside of drawing his salary, the secretary induces immigration to
New Mexico principally by looking pleasant and that D. A. Macpherson's
chief business with the bureau is to entertain the members when they come
parties.
The acting governor should apply
to Albuquerque with, tally-h- o
the official ax to a few of the bureau members and do it quickly. The most
quixotic thing in the Hagerman regime was the appointment os members
and their choice as secretary of this board, men who denounced It as a useThe acting governor has done well and
less waste of the people's money.
The Citizen commends his prompt action in removing the prison expert. The
work should not stop, however, and The Citizen Is In favor of extending it
to the Bureau of Immigration just as soon as possible.
The Kansas City Star thinks Roosevelt has been exposed as a fake ad
vocate of the Mrenous life because he was still in bed at 4 o'clock in the
morning.
The Star says: "The young man who called at Sagamore Hill
yesterday morning to talk with the president concerning the merits of a
submarine boat was suffering, it is alleged, from the loss of "mental equilibrium."
But the world owes much to the genius which has been pronounced "bughouse," and this demented youth has unwittingly lifted the veil.
It would appear, to the disclosure of a fact which will astonish the world
when the full force of the revelation occasioned by his visit is thoroughly
apprehended.
The dispatches from Oyster Bay relate that the president
was still abed when the young man called, although it is admitted that it
was as late as 4 o'clock in the morning.
The friends of the administration
But, In the meantime, the incident
will wait for a correction of this report.
by
the 'special interests' and the 'nawill not be allowed to pass unnoticed
ture fakers,' who will seize upon it as a vindication of their claim that the
president is not sincere even in his championship of the strenuous life.
Is is possible that he was asleep
Has Roosevelt really been unmasked?
at 4 o'clock in the morning?"

And you wonder why
They don't can you just remember
Danny,
Its coming bye and bye, ,

It Is William Allen White, author
of "What's the Matter wUh Kansas,
who broadly Insinuates that he has
heard
President
Roosevelt use
stronger language than "By George!
tne
president, under great provon
cation, sometimes exclaims "Dog-o- n
It!" Mr. While ought to come square
ly out ana say so.
O

teacher In one of the nubile
schools of Baltimore was questioning
boy
a
pupil about the word "recuperate." "As an example." said the
teacher, "we will take the case of
your father. Ho is, of course, a hard
working man?" "Yes'm," nsseiited
Charlie. "And when night comes he
returns home tired and worn out
rtoesn t he?"
"Yes'm," In further
assent from Charlie. "Then," continued the teacher, "It being night
his work being over and he being
tired and worn out, what does he
do?
That s what ma wants to
know," said Charlie.
A

0

Nome Observations.
The age in which we live today
Is like milady's hat;
Tis hard to tell which way it
or Know where It Is at.

trend

Regarded from a certain view
There's reason to suppose
It really must be right side up
And that it forward goes.
But when we take another look.
It takes another tack,
And we are certain from the tilt
It must be slipping back.
But as for us, If hat or age,
We try to Judge it not;
We only know 'tis fair to see
And costs a precious lot.
McLandburgh Wilson in New York
sun.
Yesterday Jthe sale was recorded of
lot 8, block 17. N. M. T. Co.'s addl
Hon. to J. C. Baldridge by Andrew
W. Cleland.

malfi-asanc-

The democratic correspondent of the Journal at Santa Fe is likely to
lose his Job if he don't succeed In working up some plausible explanation of
that penitentiary meat deal. The life of the Journal's democratic correspondent is Indeed a Had one.

Stomach
Bitters

S2haSk
STOMACH

A dose

at the first

symptom

will

save you much
unnecessary suffering,
it
for
never
to
falls
keep the Stom-acLiver and
Kidneys
In
a
healthy condition.
It also cures
Poor Apis ilic,
Indigestion,
h.

Trelford should have at least called at the Morning Journal office to say
Hut perhaps he has expert prison
goodbye before departing for Oklahoma.
work to do down there and did tiot have time to say adlos.
Can it be possible that there were only 521 tons of co.il at the prison
when Trelford figured out that there were nearly four times that much. (Jet
the comptometer quick!

lysM-psiu-

Can it be

,

CoMiVCIICSK,

Trelford Kpent $29,000 of the taxpayers' money in seven months while
Expert prison reform comes high.
conducting the prison reform.
Not a ye p out of the Rowweil Record fcr almost a week.
possible the Record is awakening?
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McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque. New Mex.
M. L. SCHUTT
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C. F. Allen

219 South 2nd

Strett
Real Estate and Loans

.1

Galvanized

Cornices,

Sky

Octavlano Martinez, of Bernalillo.
Lights, Stock
Agent for
is in the city today on legal business.
and I Storage
II. F. KUard, a business man of
Travelers' Insurance Co.,
Ironwood, Mifch., is in the city today.
Hartford,
Conn
Tanks,
Het
A new armature Is being installed
Life and Accident,
in the plant of the electric light com
Air furnaces,
pany.
The Str o n ge st Company
Born Thursday, a ten pound boy to
Tin Roofing,
Writing Accident InsurMr. and Mrs. II. Kitz, of 1015 North
Eighth street.
Guttering, etc.
ance In the World.
Jesus Garcia, a farmer of Estancla,
returned home this .morning after a OCXXXXX)OCXXXXXX)OOOCXX)CXXXX)
General Jobbing
short visit here.
W. H. Forbes, deputy U. 8. marshal.
left this morning for Santa Fe on of
ficial business.
A marriage license was Issued yes
terday, to Catalina Tafoya and Fell
Saddle horses a specialty. Best
Bael, both of old town.
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
The sale of 8 lots in block 13, "Sadie," the picnic wagon.
Terrace addition, by A. A. Trimble
BAMBROOK BROS.
to H. Brockmeier was recorded
BAR
Phone 596.
112 John Street
Manager
Wade, of the
General
109 South First St. 'Phone 1036
American Lumber company, Is visiting the tlmiber camps of the company
in the Zuni mountulns.
Finest Liquors and Cigars.
H. E. Finney, of Chicago, tuner of
pianos and organs, is in the city on When in need of
anything in the
Family Trade a Specialty
his twenty-eight- h
annual tour of the
territory.
He is stopping at u'H
LI?sTE
North Second atreet.
All local Knights of Columbus are French Bakery Co. 202 E, R.R.Ave.
a
requested to assemble at Borders'
undertaking
parlors at 8:30 a. m.
First lrcsbytcriaii Churcli Corner Monday morning
to attend the fun
Fifth and Silver. Hugh A. Cooper, eral
of W. A. Beavens. By order
pastor.
grand knight.
P.
F.
McCanna,
of
Services at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m
Reserved seats for the Casino Sun
In the morning Dr. C. E. Lukens will
preach, subjwt, "The Rose Garden day night will be on stile at Mat- sou s Sunday from 10 to 12 a. m.
of God.
In the evfnlng the pastor will The play is something new In the
cojnic
preach the second sermon in the
oiera line for Albuquerque, en
series on Inspirational themes.- -" Sub titled "The Persian Honeymoon.
Jtibt, "Is the World Growing Better
A divorce suit entitled Edna E.
and Am. I?" Miss Cora OdJaid, a very Phillips against Charles T. Phillips
talented violinist of Mankato, Minn
was filed In the district court yesterwill play at each service.
In the day afternoon.
The plaintiff makes
evening she will render Rossini's great the charge of deserttion and
rt
production, "tftabut Mater," with H.
and asks the custody of her two
M. Howlson as accompanist.
children and demands alimony.
Musical l'rogruiu Mornln
A meeting of the Knights of CoOrgan, "Fantasle,"
Ash ford lumbus
will be held at Borders' unAnthem, '"Sweet is Thy Mercy
dertaking
parlors tomorrow, Sunday,
Baruby all members
requested to attend.
"Andante Graaloso,"
Ashftml Hy request ofnre
P. F. McCanna, grand
Violin aolu, "Cavaleria Kuslicana,
knight.
it Cora Odjard Mascagnl Four cases of drunks were disposed
We glvs special attention to FARM MACHINERY Alfalfa Mower.
Miss
Postlude
Buttman of In police court this morning. Mik-- j Wlieat Binders, I takes Hay Presses, Wind Mill
We carry high quality of
O'Connor was committed to Jail for of machinery and tools. Write us for special catalogue. J. KOUBKIt & CO.,
Evening Selections.
five days; James McClellan paid a $5
"Benedictus," Mass B Flat
N.
M.
Templeton and John Wholesale, Albuquerque,
Farmer fine ,and James jailed
Cox each were
for ten days.
H. M. flowison.
Violin Solo, "Stabat. Mater," .
One Jap from Demlng, N. M., to
Bussin Denver, and a Chinaman from Bel-.Odjard.
Miss Cora
to Albuquerque
arrived here thl
Offertory. "Evening Prayer,"
morning on No. 10. Inspector Green,
Nelson of the immigration service, escorted
These Are
Solo, 'ijehind the Gates of Para- the latter to a local Chinese restau
. . King rant where he will be employed.
dise,"
Mrs. Hugh J. Collins
Carriage
will
The Fraternal Brotherhood
Postlude, "March Pontificate,"
a
have
the
for
free
entertainment
Gounod benefit of the members Monday
Buying'
The Sunday school meets at 9;4i a evening,
July 15th, at the Elks' opm. Voung people at 7 p. m.
era
are
All
Invited
house.
members
Wolking
The funeral of Mrs. R H.
to attend, and bring their friends to
Days
will take place at 3 p. m.
enjoy the good things to eat and
drink.
Mary P. Johnson against T. A.
First Methodist KplscoiMil ltev. J
C. Collins, D. U., pastor.
The Sunday Johnson is the title of a divorce suit
Easy Terms
school meets at H:46. Strangers arc filed In the district court yesterday
cordially welcomed.
The plaintiff alleges cruel and inhu
and
Morning worship at 11 a. m., with man treatment, lack of support and
sermon by Uev. isamuel Blair, D. IJ. drunkenness. She asks the custody of
Low Prices
The Epworln league meets at 7 p. her four children and protection In
m., Mrs. S. J. Stevens, leader.
Do you Intend luylng s. enlcle to enjoy the summer months? If you
the matter of property owned by her
Kveiulng service at 8 o'clock. The
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
Captain George Van Horn Moseley
church is situated on the corner of Fifth jcavalry. stationed
we have many good styles within the range of modest incomes.
at Fort WinLead avenue and South Third street. gate, and who Is widely
Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
In
known
public
The
is invited to all services.
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
Mexico and especially in Albu
u- Following is the order for the day: New
querque, has been ordered by the war
Morning Worship.
report
next week at the
department to
Organ Prelude.
infantry and cavalry school in Fort
Hymn "O, lay of Best and Gladduty
Leavenworth
for
al that institu
ness,"
ion.
Apostles' Creed All uniting.
Road.
Tiler
Monday evening at the Methodist
Gloria Pairi.
church the Brotherhood of St. Paul
itesponsive Beading, Twenty-eight- h
presents to the public one of the
Sunday.
lecturers of America. Dr. J
"Saviour, Comfort Me," ..Gottschalk finest
Wesley Hill of Brooklyn, will deliver
Male quartette,
lecture on "The Helgn of
his
famous
lessons from the Book.
the Brain," at 8:15 o'clock The pub
Prayer.
Dr,
lic is cordially Invited to hear
Organ Response.
Hill.
There will be no admission.
Oftertory.
Manager Slkes, of the Reliance
Hymn "Jesus, the Name High
over Ail"
Electric and Construction company,
Sermon, The Bev. Samuel Blair 1. IJ. returned from Helen this morning.
Hymn "Majestic Sweetness Sits ' He was compelled to leave his work
.
of installing an intercommunicating
Knlhroncd."
system In the new Hotel Alamo at
Benediction.
Belen, in order to be here to receive
Organ Postlude.
a large shipment of now electric fixlivening Service.
re-- v
Organ Prelude.
tures which has Just arrived from
Chicago.
Praise Service.
ceived
The Word.
The sum of $250 was donated to
Prayer.
the territorial fair fund by the city
reContralto Solo, with Male Quartette
council meeting yesterday afternoon
accompaniment . . . Mrs. S. B. Miller The vote was unanimous.
the
At
J. Wesley Hill, IV I).,
Sermon.
same meeting an ordinance was pass
P. II
pastor Janes Church, Brooklyn, N. ed fixing moving picture licenses for
Y.
a
tent
shows at $10
exhibition in
Ileitedictlon.
month. A nunvber of outstanding ac
lining,
organ Posilude.
in
counts, also, were passed on and ap
proved.
fromj
mil
When there is the slightest Indies
$40.00.
tion of Indigestion, heart burn, flat
ulence or any form of stomach trou
ble take a little Kojol occasionally
and you will get prompt relief. Sold
by J. H. O' Bielly & Co.
A new restauranv under the management of Marcus and Anderson,
Sari' ra't'S on roller skates at rink
has hepn nnenftil in t)lace of the one
formerly know n as Graham's Cafe, tonight.
orrunning
and is now In first class
Little
DeWltt'8
Early
Risers
der. You will find there the best that
safe pills. Sold by J. H.
the market affords, at prices to suit Small, sure,
&
O'Blelly
Co.
the times. Mr. Anderson Is one of
the best and most experienced cooks
A cleansing, clean, cooling, soothIn these parts, and nobobdy knows
healing household remedy U De
3
10W. Central Avenue
Staab Building
the management and fianclerlng of a ing,
Witt's
Witch Hazel Salve,
restaurant better than Mr. Marcus. tiold byCarbollzed
O
&
Bielly
J.
H.
Co.
appreciated.
will
be
patronage
Your
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"I believe that the territorial contingent expense fund allowed for the
governor's office should be. expended by the governor for the legitimate expenses of his office and accounted for by him as such." In the year of Our
YOU CAN'T ENJOY
Lord, 1906 H. J. Hagerman.
But why doesn't he do it?
Your Vacation
"It is nobody's business what I did with $3,750 of the taxpayers' money,
but for fear some 'grafter' might question these expenditures of mine, I will If you find that the strange eatlnc,
carry away the vouchers for safe keeping In my valise." In the year of our and drinking upsets your
stomach and
Why did he send 'em back?
Lord 1907 H. J. Hagerman.
liver and causes you to suffer from
an nttack of (ramps, Diarrhoea, or
no on the safe side and
It Is Indeed too bad that the acting governor removed Trelford for cruel- itinoiiHiicsM.
ty to prisoners Instead of
and misfeasance and incompetency. take along a bottle of
The acting governor should have unboslomed himself to the Journal instead
Hostettcr's
of letting that paper get hold of a live wire.
What has become of those "pertinent" questions the members of the
penitentiary board were going to ask the acting governor, according to' the
Morning Journal?
It would be interesting to know Just what they were In
view of the recent penitentiary meat deal.

KHscopal

it

6.

Commenting upon the action taken by the attorney general to destroy
the tobacco trust the Kansas City Times editorial writer lights a cigarette
and proceeds as follows: "In Les Miserable Victor Hugo depicts the wrech-e- d
den of the Thenardlers and says, 'In that habitation where there was not
0
Tobacco cannot In reality be regarded as a
food there was yet tobacco.'
'till the sun shines Danny,
mere luxury.
Its purchase constitutes a fixed charge against the incomes Walt
you can cut the pie.
of the very poor as well as of the moderately well to do. The price of it And
have a chance then Danny,
must be Included In any practical estimate of the modern cost of living. You'll
Bye and Bye.
Attorney General Bonaparte's proceeding against the tobacco trust is consethough
What
it does seem gloomy?
This comquently direct In its bearing upon the welfare of the people.
posite corporation, working through a large number of nominally distinct
companies, is unquestionably a powerful factor In reducing the margin of
profits that should accrue to the mass, of the, people In a time of general
prosperity.
But this phase of domestic economy presents by no means the
only oppression of the tobacco trust. The concentration of its huge capital
makes It potent In politics and legislation. The injustice of the Philippines
tariff and of the relations with Cuba and Porto Rico has been chiefly the
If Mr,
effect of greed on the part of the tobacco trust and the sugar trust.
Bonaparte succeeds in establishing in court the existence of facts which are
very generally apparent outside of the judicial tribunals he will have vitally
assailed one of the most potential of the present commercial tyrannies."

Jolin's

Chnrcli
Morning service 11 a. m. Special
Lynn,
of Albuquerque,
music. Mrs.
soloist; Miss Winifred Crowley, of th
Half a day of Giggles and Grins
see Morning Journal editorials for Boston Ideal Opera Co., organist.
particulars.
First Methodist Episcopal Church
Rev. J. Wesley Hill, D. U., one of
It's too bad the Trelford affair is
a closed Incident.
Trelford had the most prominent divines in the
not yet had enough fair and impar Methodist church, will preach at the
Lead Avenue Methodist church totial hearings.
morrow and on Monday evening at
the same place, will deliver a lecJohn D. Rockefeller wears a wig. ture on the "Reign of the Brain."
This is no indication that wigs, how- The lecture is free and a hearty wel- ever, will become the rage in the ocme is extended to all to attend.
near future.
Dr. Hill is pastor of the Janes Church
or urooKiyn, N. Y., ana tnis is a rare
to hear a gifted speaker
"Did you hear that big noise about opportunity
maKe an eloquent address on a vital
breakfast time yesterday morning?" theme.
By
reason of his connection
anxiously inquires the Morning War with the general
of the Meth
Cry. "Well it was the heavy editor- odist church, Dr. affairs
Hill Is qualified to
ial Just arriving."
peak with authority on matters re
lating to his denomination.
a
Did the sunnltes left on hand hv
Trelford include euch staples
as
Concreiratioiial
First
Cor
cheese and link sausage? The An ner Broadway and Coal Church
avenue, Wilcient Order of Pie Eaters now and son
pastor.
Sunday
school
J.
Marsh,
then visited the penitentiary.
at. 9:45 a. m., H. S. Llthgow, super
intendent.
Christian Endeavor, 7 p.
La Land re is the name of a new m. Preaching services 11 a. m. and
p. m.
town in Roosevelt county. The way
Morning Service.
new towns are springing up in Roosevelt county there Is no use in trying Organ. Prelude.
Doxology.
)
to keep track of them.
(Congregation standing.
Invocation.
)
Gloria.
It has Just leaked out that the rea Responsive reading. Psalm 66.
son the new lloor was needed in the Hymn, 168.
post office was because Horse Brand scripture lesson, 2 Tim. 2.
Henlng, secretary, brought the bu- Prayer.
reau of Immigration to Albuquerque. Response by choir.
Of course!
Offertory.
Solo, Mrs. 8. B. Miller, "My Redeem
er and Lord."
President General Charley Ensley
"Contrasts In Christian Ex
to the Ancient Order of Pie Eaters: Sermon,
perience." The pastor.
"We will now open the meting by Hymn, 169.
singing that good old song entitled: Benediction.
When Curry Comes We'll All Get
Evening Service.
Ours,' after which Muller will serve Organ prelutle.
the cheese and link sausage."
Song service, led by chodr.
Scripture lesson, Matt. 25:31-4Prayer.
"To keep from Jostles Jolts and Jars; Hymn,
177.
Just notice where to board the cars: Offertory.
There'll be no liquors or cigars"
Quartet, "My Faith Looks Up to
Morning War Cry.
Thee," C. A. Havens.
Quo warranto and Rhootlng stars;
"Jesus' Teachings Concern
Herb pays the bills his own and Sermon,
ing the Judgment, by the pastor.
ours;
Receptions, liquor and cigars Con- Hymn, 478...
Benediction.
tingent expense fund.

a

BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM IX THE SOUTHWEST.
LEADING REPUBLICAN TATER IS NEW MEXICO.
BOOSTING ALBUQUERQUE AND THE SOUTHWEST.

it

pastor.

course,
feather"Of
brained people are eases'
tickled."

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

EQYirrED JOB DEPARTMENT.
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By The Citizen Publishing Co.
PRESIDENT

JULY

Worship s Only Thing For a Picnic a
jj

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

W. S. STRICKLER

SATURDAY,

.

j

CORNER

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Heartburn or
Malarial IVver.
Try a bottle. We
guarantee It pure.
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Albuquerque Carriage
Corner First and

Co.

as

REFRIGERATORS
have just

I

t.--

O

I

c

alarge

consignment of
frigerators, zinc
and white enamel
ranging
prices
$10.00

to

s

ALBERT
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GILARDI

Try our Teas

I

S

RELEASED

AND DEPARTS

WILL

FQRITALY

We have a full line of

PIC'S

TWO MEII

FAMOUS BOER GENERAL

ATTEND

ARRESTED

CANDIES,
STORE.

FOR

Consult

B

Angeles
Complainant Manager Hubbs Has Received Natives Held at El Paso For
Killing at Mastodon,
Letter From Him to
Wires That He Does Not
New Mexico.
That Effect.
Want Prisoner.

Gunpowder,
Oolong,

on receipt of a
Chief McMlllin,
telegram from the Los Angeles chief,
informing him that the complaint
against U. Oilardl, the Italian under
here pending advices from that
arrest
h Ceylon-Indi- a,
city, had been withdrawn
and the
case settled, released the prisoner.
Orange Pekoe,
who started for New York on the
morning train.
Ceylon and
He was arrested here Wednesday
on
a telegram from, Los Angeles stat
Emperors Blend
ing that he was wanted there for obtaining money under false pretenses.
H a special blend for Iced Tea.
Jn regard to the comilalnt. the Los
Angeles Examiner has the following,
though
the "woman In the case" fail
It is something better
ed to materialize here:
using.
now
Woman In Cose.
you
are
than
"After having, as alleged in ft war
rant Issued yesterday, 'sold' to a
friend property which he did not
TRY IT
own, Guill
GllardJ, accompanied by
e.
Is speeding
his pretty
across the continent en route to sun
ny Italy, Where, If he arrives ahead
of the warrant, he will make his fu
yTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTXXXXXXX ture home. In the meantime Guillo
Nucclo, who, it .is said, was just about
to take unto himself the girl when
Gllardl married, Is out not only his
girl, but $800 which he had spent
several years In gathering.
was formerly a clerk In a
grocery store at 603 Allso street, and
came to trade. He beNucclo
there
came well acquainted with Gllardl,
both being from the same section of
Italy, and Gllardl made his compatriot believe he owned the store.
"Nucolo had a bit of money laid by
and decided that he, too, would like
a store, the work being much better
he was accustomthan that to
'
ed. Where could he get such a prop
erty
for the amount of money he
.
had?
Claim of Fraud.
"Gllardl
did not know. Would
Gllardl sell his store? Oh, no. Indeed, the property was too prosperous and then, besides, the money
Nucclo had was too little. But would
FRANCISCO VILLEGAS Gllardl become his partner?
"Ah, that was another matter.
Gllardl had not thought of the mat
ter. He would see.
"Finally, according to neighbors,
DROWNS IN RIO
Nuccrio became so insistent that Gilar-d- i
at last agreed to sell. Ah, very
get
well, Nucolo could then soon
married when he had a beautiful
IE
store. It would be aut a short time
until he would own the entire store.
So the bill of sale was properly made
out and properly executed. All that
was lacking was Gilardl's ability to
(Continued From Puce One.)
transfer title. But this did not worry
the man who had taken lessons from
M1 and
Pacific
Southern
Villegas and any of the others and Standard
Now Nucclo
In He left, with the girl.
trie u&rtv was merely ofaylnic
rouKh fashion, happy In the cool is wroth and the result Is a com
sport they were enjoying. Vlllesjas plaint.
"A race Is now on between Gllardl
was one of the merriest of the lot
and even as he started for his wear and the warrant, with Gllardl two
days in the lead out handicapped by
ing: apparei, he Joked with the oth
ere, threatening to "throw all their lirnorance. If the man gets to New
clothing Into the river, when he York docks .before the warrant It is
sunnv Italy for the bride and groom.
Wfnt ashore."
ir the warrant gets tnere nrsi in.;
In vest Inflation Will be Miule.
bride will at any rate have a round
An investigation of the death of trip across the continent and after
the young man will be' made as soon who knows? Nucicio Is still able to
as the body is recovered, which is work, if the nest egg has disappear
!ikely to be at any hour, as there is
a li'rge party watching the stream ed."
and i.ets and other paraphernalia
are being used to catch the body.
While the Uio Grande sometimes GOOD WORK FOR
washes its dead Into noles or under
lrit'r. wood and buries them, it Is
hardly probable that Villegas' body
will be so disposed of by the stream,
as he Kink in the current and was
undoubtedly
down
carried
far
Dr. Charles E. Lukens. territorial
stream. It is only a matter of findthe Children's
ing where the current looses its superintendent of
society, has returned from an
Home
body.
to
on
the
him,
discover
hold
and
extended tour of Investigation
A Warning.
organization through the Pecoa val
The people of Barelas are much ley section. He visited all the prin
aroused over the drowning and It is cipal towns on the Rock Island and
being used as a warning to keep the other Pecos valley Hnes and reports
younger lads out of the treacherous an
excellent trip. Muieh interest was
river. The spot where Villegas aroused in the work of the Children's
drowned is a favorite bathing place Home society.
as it 1s sheltered and there Is little
Dr. Lukens placed a bright Intellicurrent there. Farther out, not more gent
11 year old boy In the home of
bank,
the
thirty
ilie
feet from
than
a prominent
and rruit rancner
current swings In and even a strong near Roswell,alialTa
and the little orphan
jwimmer could not brave Its perils. now has an opportunity
of becoming
Villrfrus' family resides In Chihua-hiithe heir of one of the wealthiest men
.Mexico.
in the Pecos valley.

Japan,
English Breakfast,

MALOY'S

glrl-brld-

Columbus
Hotel
For Good

Meals

.
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I

IS

PROGRAM FOR SUNDAY
EVENING

New York, July 13. A dispatch
from Oswego, N. Y., says that former President Grover Cleveland la
Ashing and recuperating from his recent illness among the foothills of
the Adirondacks.

CONCERT

The following Is the program for
the American Lumber Co. band's
concert at Robinson park tomorrow
evening:
March "Our Colonel"
Vandercook
"While the Tom Tom Plays"

Parker
Princeton, N. Y., July 13. Former
President Cleveland Is resting at his Waltz "Among the Roses"
Itarnhouse
home In this city, recuperating from
his recent Illness. He has not yet Medley Overture "Humpty Dump- ty"
Recker
decided when he will Join his family
at Tamworth, N. H., for the summer. "My Old Kentucky Home"
Dream"
Serenade "Basses
Gruivenfelder
Sack races on roller skates at rink
Cornet Solo "Somewhere" . . . .Harris
tonight.
Moya.
Mr. A.
Scene,"
Rucalossi
A cleansing, clean, cooling, sooth- "A Hunting (Descriptive.)
ing, healing household remedy Is
Song and Dance "Jack and Gill"
Carbolized Witch Hazel Salve,
lienton
Sold by J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
Key
"Star Spangled Hanner"
All citizens and music lovers are
XOTICK OF lUSSOMTION.
evening
spend
cool
at
a
to
invited
park and listen to this Interesting
Notice is hereby given that the the
program, including the celebrated
firm of F. K. Sturges & Company has "Hunting
Scene."
this day been dissolved by mutual
consent of the parties. F. K. Sturges
having purchased the Interest
of
Jake Levy in and to said business,
and will continue to conduct
the
same and will collect all Indebtedness due and owing to said tin.' ind
will pay all debts due by same.
Pain In the heua tln anrwhora, has Ms cans,
F. K. STl'HGKS.
ain isooncesttoa, pain Is blood pressurw oothma
lie usually. At least, to sbjs Dr. fehoop. and to
JAKE LEVY.
it he hu created a Utile pink tablet. That
Albuquerque, N. M.. July 11, 190", prove
WbUtt called Dr. Bhoop's Headache Tablet
blood preuure aaar Irom pain center.
coaxes
TOO L.V1F TO CLASSIFY.
lueOnct UCu. TOliif pleasingly delightful, (ientlf
though laiul. - surely equalises the blood circu.
FOR RENT 3 housekeeping rooms, latum.
II too have a headache. It's blood pietsura.
with large screen porch, modern,
If it's painful period with women, tame cans.
very close in. Lloyd Hunsaker, 2U5
1! you are leepleee. restless, nervous, it's blood
West ''."111 avenue,
Congestion blood pressure.
That surely is a
jnodern
KENT
dwellCertainty,
for Dr. Bhoop's Headache Tablets stop
Foil
ing, partly furnished.
and the tablets aiiuplj Oisuibuia
liest resi- It In 'i minutes,blood
pressure.
unnatural
dence district. Lloyd Hunsuker, 2Uj theBruise
nuger, and doesn't it got red. ana
le-Wit- fs

PAIN

Reliable

a

Dentist

Full Sot of Teeth
Gold Filling
$1.60 tip
Gold Crowns
$
Painless Extracting., ,50c

BIGJAIR

Los

Including

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

CHASE & SANBORNS

Package Teat

PEERLESS HOMtMAOl
AT WALTON'S DRUG

ALL WORK AnsOLCTFLT
ANTEED.

fU"

I

Vr

"

GUAR-

Where to Dtne Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

Mrs.

games and some valuable advertis- wear so well. All sizes for men,
ing will thus be effected. Similar men and children. Prices range from
tags will be distributed In Santa Fe 12 H to 60 cents. C. May's shoe store,
a week from Sunday when ' the Albu- 314 West Central avenue.
querque team plays the Santa Fe
team.
Impure blood runs you down
makes you an easy victim for organic diseases. Burdock Blood Bitters purines the blood cures the
LIKES MEW MEXICO
cause builds you up.

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

.

The telephone make the
.dntlea lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.
YOU NKL

l300C0O0O00

Dr. Shoop's

Headache
Tablets

Door screens ss strong a an ordinary door at price that dety
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that axe as strong as a door at T cents per foot at the
eastern-mad- e

SUPERIOR PIANING MILL
loooooooooco
WHEN YOU BUY A

Clothe your family on $l.oo
per week
etm Woot Control

with tonic ocean breezes and pur-- "
est ozone whr)e you travel.

BELL'S

LIVERY

CHICKERING
WIIITSON MUSIC GO,,

ALBUQUERQUE.

N. M.

Wm. Wallace McClellan

GALVESTON AND NEW YORK
VIA THE

Justice of Peace, Precinct No.

MALLORY LINE

ALBUQUKRQUK,

12

N. M.

Every luxury and comfort of the
Notary Public
modern ocean trip, at lowest exIncluding
Collections
made at Korber Building 124
cursion rates.
all of the
comforts of home. Fleet of MagN.
Street From 9 to 12 a. m.
Second
nificent Modern Steel Steamships.
every
Sailings from GalvctsUMi
2 ti 4 p. m.
and
TiiCKduv. TtiiirMlay hikI Sat unlay:
:
from
from Mobile every
Retldence 723 N. Fourth St.
Itmiixwick, iu.. every Friday or
l
Saturday,
Connections at Key
Wort. Fla., via P. & O. steamer
)smsmmforrrmoMiM'iom'
oJVooaguumu,ugumumjumuug
for t'l'BA and all points in Florida.
Low rntes. Including stateroom
berth and meals.
For further particulars ask any
Passenger
or Ticket
railroad
Agent, or address agent at variI
ous ports.
Ask for copy of new and Inter- 1
fold-Hats Cleaned and Blocked In
Mallory
estlng
Line
er.
any Style Panamas a SpeO. II. TAYLOR. PaHHtngrr Traffic
Clothing
Maimircr, 2W0 Jtroadway, New 1
cialty
steam
York City.
I
ExCleaned and Pressed.
press Orders Attended
to
Promptly.

Eastman Kodaks
HAWLEY

Excursions
Every Tuesday, Thurs-

day and Saturday during

June, July, August

Los Angeles and Return $35
San Diego, Coronado and
it

Return

$35

San Francisco and Return $45

When you payyoi r bills by check, you tarry no money
on your person, it is net necessary. Your money is safe in
the Dank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in the liank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to w hom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities for bo large and small

Tel. 480

accounts.
We solicit your account.

CITy

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

New Mexico.

Situattd
amcng the foothills of the beautiful Sangre de Cristo Mountains,
a mile from the historic city of Santa Fe. Private Mountain
water supply. Excellent table. No dust storms. Cool summer climate. Resident physicians.

II III
Send

For Booklet.

From

Safety of the Checking Account

YOUR

of

Full Particulars
T. E. PURDY, Agent

Clothes. Cleaned,
Goods Called for
Orders Given

UNMOUNT TENT

xxxxxxxxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Extremely Low Rates

Get

zi nuTixinixixxiixiixxmxxxixxiiixxiiixxmimix;

Up,

::

Plione 680.

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

Rates $10.00 Per Week

::

Corner
3rd St. & Cold Ave.

FOR

The Pionttr Tent Sanatorium

::

Return Limit Nov. 30

Hatters

CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
I

and September

The Albuquerque

HENRYS
Cleaning and Pressing Works

H

ims-h- -hil

California

Eye Examined Free
f 14 Railroad Avenue

'

109--

s

T.

The Railroad Avenue Optician

'

1

SONS

&

There Are No Better

TELEPHONE 48

with ever changing pictures of
the exquisite opalescent Gulf, the
gllmjises of old Spanish main, the
limitless Atlantic and
Invigorating lVoth Mind anil Hody
With the 6 days voyage between

CALL

PIANO

V

New Location
424 NORTH SECOND

Revive Your Spirits

US

g

BUY A

.

11

FLF SCREENS

C. H. Carnes, O.D.

Renew Your Health

LET

IN YOUR IIOMK

00C)00000000000

Tm-luy-

The last respects to William A.
the young man, who died
yesterday morning at St. Joseph's
hospital of typhoid fever, will
paid Monday morning
when the
body will be laid to rest In Santa
cemetery.
liarbara
The funeral services will be held
at Hordeis' chapel at
o'clock by
the Knights of Columbus. At 9:30
o'clock the regular funeral services
will be held at the Immaculate Con
ception church.
Father Mandalarl
officiating.
The Knights of Columbus will attend both service in a body. The
pallbearers willW.e young men who
lour
West i o hi a venue.
swell, and pain youf Of court It does. It's conwere friends of the deceased. I'p to
pressure.
where
New
seven
gestion,
find
it
You'
room home,
vua 4 o'clock this afternoon only live of
blood
FOK SALK
strictly modern, and In first class Lr always. It s simply Common Seue.
the tlx had been chosen. '1 hey are:
WettsU attt cents, and clwerfull recommend
condition; nice location. Highlands.
Henry Wallen hoi st. J. W. Skees,
a
3
2
W. Cold ave.
Llovd Hunsaker,
Will Keleher, Paul Millenbaugh and
Will While.
modern cottage,
FOR RENT
lo.se in, first class condition,
Lloyd Hunsaker. 205 V.Ciold ave.
The best remedy for bachache,
weak kidneys, inflamatlon of the
FOR RENT A few nicely furnished
rooms, with use of bath, very reabladder Is UeWltt's Kidney and Bladsonable; no invalids. Hotel Cralge.
der Pills. Their action la prompt
and sure. A week's treatment for
silver avenue, between First and
"ALL DRUGGISTS"
Second streets.
25c. Sold by J. II. O'Rielly & Co.

A TELBPIIONK

with

The funeral of Clemaco Castillo,
aged 3 years, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clemaco Castillo, of old town,
was held yesterday afternoon from
the San Felipe de Neri church with
interment in Santa Barbara cemetery. The father of the deceased is
the well known Jeweler of old town.
Manuel Chavez, aged 40 years, a
well known stock raiser, who lived
In Ios Duranes, died about 6 o'clock
yesterday morning at his home of
typhoid fever. The funeral will be
held Monday morning In the Los
Duranes church, with Interment in
the Cundelarlas cemetery.
The funeral of Mrs. Carolina C.
Wolking, who died Monday evening
at her home, "07 North
Eighth
street, will be held tomorrow afternoon from the Presbyterian church
Supplies Finishing for Amateurs. 1
at 3 o'clock. Rev. Hugh A. Cooper loan Kodaks free.
will have charge of the services.
A quartet will sing at both the
church and at Falrview cemetery,
On the Corner
where the bodv will be interred.
The Leading Stationer.
The deceased was 61 years of age,
and Is survived by her husband, F.
H. Wolking and four children, two
sons and two daughters.
Mrs. Wolking was born In
Germany sixty-on- e
years ago and she
came to the United States when five
years of age.
She had resided In
Albuquerque
during
four years,
which time she took an active interest In church and social crcles.
The funeral had been set for this
afternoon, but on account of a wreck
on a road in California, a son of the
Ladies' and Gentlemen's
deceased was unable to arrive here
until after the hour named for the
Pressed and Repaired.
funeral so it was postponed. The
and Delivered. Out-of-tow- n
son will arrive on the Chicago limited at 6 o'clock this evening.
Prompt Attention
Heavens,

telephone
The
your health, prolongs jour Ufa
and protects your home.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

E. M AH ARAM

UO.

Kodol will nourish and strengthen
your digestive organs and furnish the
natural digestive juices for your
stomach. It will make you well. Kodol digests what you eat. Sold by
J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
We do It right. Ronsn PHY. Im- perls) Laundry Co.

Ptoptiztot

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Your Credit is Good

o

county attorney
for
county, Kansas, con
Leavenworth
one
sldered
of the most enterprising
young attorneys
of Kansas, spent
nearly an hour in Albuquerque this
morning, en route home from
Mr,
In Mexico.
month's vacation
by Hiram
Hoi id was accompanied
Wilson, an official of the Missouri
Valley Stove works, of Leavenworth
"New Mexico i certainly a scent?
state," said Mr. Bond. "From tho
time we entered the territory ne
El Paso, through the farming, cattle
and sheep country to the mountain
ous and mesa sections, a more beauti.
ful panorama cannot be found.
"The climate is also balmy and
pleasurable, making New Mexico and
Alitmquerque one of the attractive
spots for worn-ou- t,
tired business
men, seeking rest and recreation, and
also health.
"I only wish that we had some of
the New Mexico .climate back in
From accounts I reLeavenworth.
ceive from home it is hot as blazes
baick there. The heat out here does
not hurt anyone."
Mr. Bond was accompanied as far
as Domingo iy Mr. and "Mrs. David
Coomibs and daughter, whose former
home was in Leavenworth.

E. SUNTAAGG,

oeoeoooeoeoeooeoeooeo

Riper's

Van

Under Savoy Hotel

C.

Next Elks' Opera House

MAX
FOR
WAXTKP YOrXG
AND CLIMATE S(1.
VANN BUtU
FOUNTAIN.

Bond,

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

-- V mm

Beauty Parlors

Lee

203

At Consistent
Prices

Manager Hubbs. of the territorial
El Taso. July 13. Ysldore Arel
fair association, received a letter this lano and Refugio Andrada. two na
morning from General B. J. VUJoen, tives, were arrested here today on
the famous fighter of the Boer war. suspicion of having been Implicated
1US. COrP and PFmTT.
accepting the Invitation tendered to In the killing of Jesus Kodrlgues at
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO IUJQ.
him and his wife and staff, to attend Mastadon, N. M., Monday night.
tne fair as the guest Of the fair asso Maria Itodrigues, wife of the dead
ciation.
man. Is also held In the city Jail as
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
"We hope to have General Vllloen
suspicious character.
here with others who participated In
All of the prisoners have
knife
Thm Par lata n
the Boer war, and It may be that wounds on their bodies and they came
they will give a Boer war exhibition. to this city for medical assistance.
We are now considering the matter.
ueputy snerirr jLAtcero, or Las tru
and If the expense Is not too great. ces, is In the city, having come here
It is quite possible that we can ar- to cause the arrest of the two men
120 South Fourth St.
range to have the show. This would and the woman. He states that Itodbe an attraction which would draw rigues was killed at Mastadon MonHair
Facial Manage
Dretsinf
visitors from many quarters," said day night In a fight, the cause of
Shampooing
Etcctroloili
the manager.
which Is not known.
Scalp Treatmesi
Manicuring
"General VUJoen gladly accepted
The wife of the dead man says
our Invitation to attend the fair with that a native and a woman appeared
Chlldrea'a Hair Catling
his wife and start. Whether or not at her home and attcked her with
we have the Boer war show, we will knives. Her husband Interfered and
We manufacture all kinds
have the general as a distinguished the four finally slashed each other
of Ladies' Hair Ooods. Comguest.
severely, Rodrigucs
finally dying
plete line of Switches, Pompa"The fair officials now have an of from his wounds. Mrs. Rodriguez
dour, Puffs, Wigs, etc.
fice in the Whiting blork where all fled to the home of a neighbor and
We carry a complete line
the business of the fair association remained In concealment until yesof Alleen Berg's Celebrated
will be transacted.
The rush of this terday when she came here for treatCreams and Tonics, which are
business Is beginning, and soon it will ment.
especially prepared
for this
demand that we devote almost all of
The two male prisoners deny that
climate. Your patronage Is reour time and energies to it.
they had any fight with the Rodspectfully solicited.
J. A. Weinmann, president of the riguez family, but cannot account
fair atwoiciatlon, will leave for the for their wounds.
east tomorrow night, and he will look
Mr, and Mrs. James Slaughter,
out for the Interests of the fair in
Laxative Cough
Use Kennedy's
every way. It may be that he will Syrup.
no opiates.
Proprietors
Contains
it
run across some good features.
drives the cold out of the system by
"The work of advertising the fair gently moving the bowels. Contains XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXaXXXXXXXXXa
Is now being pushed with a vigor. Honey and
Tar and tastes nearly as
We are placing large ads with the good as maple
Children like When in Silver City Patronize
newspapers, and having posters, pla- It. Sold by J. H.syrup.
O'Rielly A Co.
cards and tags printed. Last night
we sent a thousand green hangers to
Darning stockings, is disagreeable
El Paso with the Mcintosh Brown
who went down to the Pass City to work most any time, but much more
so
during the hot season. You can
gang
play
to
how
show the border
the game. These hangers will be dis- avoid a good deal of this by buying
PRIVATE BOARDING HOUSE
tributed broadcast at the El Paso our Black Cat hosiery because It
wo-

SCENES

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
a

Citizen Want Ads for Results

ALBUQUERQUE

AGE SIX.

HE FILES INDIAN GALLUP

DEPREDATION

CLAIM

EVENING

CITIZEN.

.CASINO.

BROWS

ATA

mum sKaTS

A

RATE

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

COMIC OPERA
20

PEOPLE

Something

20

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

New

Capitol and Surplus. $100,000

Persian Honeymoon
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday

Rafael Ortiz, of Mora, Wants Carbon City Is Fast Becoming
a Good Sized ComPay for Navajo Raid
munity.
Damage.

THURSDAY

-

INTEREST

Ciwikiii1ihv)
so

fuel-expen-

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

PINAFORE

Curtain 8:30. Prices 25c and 35c
Gallup. N. M., July 1 .1. (HimvIiiI
The "Carbon City"
Reserved seats at Matsons.
In
called because of Its location
the midst of the greatest producing
use a
cool cooking, lest work and least
For
coal fields of New Mexico, is growing
like many others
of the smaller
towns of the southwest. This growth
is not of the spasmodic sort but of
the slow, sure kind and Is stable.
I'robnbly the greatest Improvement
Cook-Stov- e
Oallup is enjoying Just at present is
McKinley county court
the new
house, which, according to Kdward
the ideal stove for summer. Does everything that any other
Fourtielle, who has charge of- - the
The
construction for Wallace Hessolden,
Standard Railway of Mexico
kind of stove will do. Any degree of heat instantly. Made in
the Albuouerciue contractor, will he
three sizes and fully warranted. At your dealer's, or write our
ready for the county officers by Jan
Traverses the Republic
uary 1, 1908.
nearest agency for descriptive circular.
The court house proper will be
From the north to the south
two stories. On the first floor will
and with Its branch lines reachbe five large office rooms and a wide
The
lamp
es the most Important cities,
for
is the best
hall, and on the second floor will be
such as Chihuahua, Torreon,
household
a spacious court room and four ofZacatecas, Aguascallentes, San
use. Made of brass
fice rooms. A Jail, which will also
Louis, Potosi, Tampico, Irapua-t- o,
throughout and beautifully nickeled. Perfectly conbe two Btorles, will be built close to
Guadalajara,
g
the court house. The material Is a
structed; absolutely safe; unexcelled in
City of Mexico
red sand stone, very similar to the
The
power; an ornsment tosny room. Every lamp warranted.
well known and beautiful red stone
and many other places worth
If not at your dealer's, write to our nearest agency.
of Flagstaff, of which the Albuquer-Commerclseeing.
club Is built.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
The Richest Mining, Lumber
This stone Is found In the foot hills
)
tlacoip te
and Cattle Producing Lands
within a short distance of Gallup and
Made Accessible by Tills
Is to be had for the quarrying.
ConGreat System,
sidering the easy acquirance of the
principal building material, the court
house and Jail will cost a very mod
erate sum considering size and qua! DEMENTED MAN IS
AT
Can learn of much that is
Ity probably 124.000.
Intensely Interesting and create
The site selected Is an admirable
a desire to visit the
one, two blocks from the business
EL PASO TODAY
LOST IN DESERT
portion of the city and practically In
the center of the residence district.
Cement Walks.
Another Improvement In Oallup Is
The firBt of two games, which the
Phoenix, Ariz., July 13. Word was
by obtaining a map folder of th
the laying of cement walks. The brought
Maricopa yesterday Mcintosh Browns of Albuquerque are
Mexican Central Railway, as In
town council has ordered
that a that there from
to
team
play
at
Paso
El
El
with
the
was
some
little
excitement
It are to be found brief sketchbroad cement walk be laid for a dis- there over the sudden disappearance Paso, Is being played this afternoon.
es of places and things In Mextance of five blocks on Front street, of a man whom
The Browns left at 12:20 o'clock
it is thought .vas
ico
that, for grandeur, antiquity
which is the principal thoroughfare crazy and had probably
off this morning for that city with Manand historical value, have no
of the town. The first of the busi- in the desert and died of wandered
ager
In charge,
A.
Matson
and
O.
He
heat.
the
equal in the world.
ness men to comply with the order
DELIGHTED ANOTHER
oft No. 8, westbound
on
the with the excellent local batteries, Roy
Folders, rates and all Inforare P. P. Martinez, the barber; T. A. got
In
morning of the 7th.
He was ap- McDonald and Galgano feeling
Warring, the leading druggist of the parently
mation furnished on application
Nye,
ma
spirits.
Billy
comjubilant
of
light
birth,
German
the
M. Carman, the grocer; H. J.
city;
Koonz,
about thirty years of age and chinist pitcher, and Johnny
LARGE AUDIENCE Edson,J. proprietor
of the Commercial plected,
dressed In a suit of dark clothes. tne crack first baseman were also
C. F. BERNA
hotel; Joe Kuntz and W. H. Morris. well
feeling
He
fine.
violin,
carried
him
a
a
zither
The last two named own property and a canvaswith
games
two
Commercial
Agent
grip,
talking
about
of
In
the
all
which
he
left
Is occupied by tenants.
A ce- standing near
"Girofle-Glrofla- "
toy
the depot. At first he wtlh El Paso yesterday evening Man
the Boston that
mason
ment
Indianapolis
has
PASO,
from
TEXAS.
EL
ager
Matson remarked:
attracted little attention, but shortly
Ideal Comedy company at the Trac the contracts.
began wandering
around aimlessly
"If we don't win them both, I will
tlon Park Casino was played to an
W. D. MURDOCH,
Kenney Building House.
talking on every Imaginable subject be sorely disappointed for the Browns
Passenger Traffic Manager.
other enthusiastic audience last night.
conE. F. Kenney, the veteran
undoubtedly In better shape than
are
in a wild way that gave the impres
This piece merits Its popularity and tractor
J. C. McBONALD,
says
City,
Carbon
of
the
that
any
I
cares
company
sion
since
was
To
opera
of
took
unbalanced.
his
mind
time
at
the
at the
the excellent
Genl. Pass. Agent.
prospect Id that the present year ward evening he suddenly disappeared their management."
Casino deserves the appreciation and the
CITY OF MEXICO, MEXICO.
will record more new buildings for and all trace or him has been lost.
ganrie tomorrow afternon will
patronage of the Albuquerque people. Oallup
The
than any two years in the It is feared that he has gone the way begin at 8:30 o'clock. A number of
Qlrone-aironwm be ployed to past
ten. Mr. Kenney has Just re- of the man who wanders off In the local fans accompanied the Brownies
night and Sunday afternoon. Sunday cently
a corrugated ware- desert this season of the year without to
south this morning, and others
night the delightful opera, "A Persian house onerected
East Front street for B. water for it is hardly possible that a willtheleave tonight
to witness the
Honeymoon," will be produced.
Ilfeld A Co., of Albuquerque. This man could survive over a couple of second and last game.
story.
building
is
one
25x110
feet,
was
day
8
under
conditions.
such
It
backache,
remedy
best
for
The
In the same neighborhood, Mr. learned that a passenger on the same
weak kidneys, lnfiamatlon of the and
Take a Postmaster's Word for It.
Kenney has built a $400 corrugated train
said the lost man had started Mr. M. F. Hi a.'.on, postmaster at
bladder Is DeWltt's Kidney and Blad- Iron building'
recently
for
James
VIA
re
on
had
from
Glube
and
the
train
Cherryvale, Ind., keeps also a stock
Their action Is prompt
der Pills.
marked that he was fearful he was of general merchandise and patent
and sure. A week's treatment for Botcalltch.
Bridge
Puerco.
Over
Rio
being hunted by someone who wanted
16c Sold by J. H. O' Rlelly & Co.
The county commissioners of Mc- to kill him. His grip has the name medicines. He says: "Chamberlain's
Kinley county have ordered a new of J. Stal engraved on it. It Is the Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Rembridge built across the Rio Puerco impression of all at Maricopa that edy Is standard here in Its .Inc. it
never fails to give satisfaction and
In the town of Gallup. The structure the man was undoubtedly crazy.
6000 OPPORTUNITY
we could hardly afford to be withwill be about 140 feet long and cost
out it." For sale by all druggists.
In the neighborhood of 12,000.
Bids
A Memorable Day.
OUTING for the construction will be opened
fOR
we
days
One
with
of
remember
the
on July 16.
pleasure, as well as with profit to
An Approaching Marriage.
The most fashionable society event our health. Is the one on which we
The time for the territorial nation- of the month In Oallup will be the became acquainted with Dr. King's
TO NEW MEXICANS
al guard encampment at Las Vegaj wedding of C. K. Tyler and Miss New Life Pills, the painless purifiers
la drawing- near and any young man Edna I'lnney, which will take place that cure headache and billlousnes,
contemplating
joining the militia at the home of the bride on Monday and keep the bowels right. 25c at all
should do so at once in order to take evening of next week. Rev. Hug-get- t, dealers.
Washington, D.
July 13. The
TO
of Gallup, will perform
the
advantage of the outing afforded by
following pensions C
have been granted
ceremony.
wedding
Mr.
encampment.
After
Kuppe's
Captain
the
the
New
veterans:
Mexico
to
principal
points
In Illinois. Jowa, Kan.
company is short a numfber of men and Mrs. Tyler will go to Qulncy, 111., NEW DORMITORY AT
James Robinson, Pinos Altos, $20 sas, Michigan, Minnesota, .Missouri,
and enlistment may be made any time for a visit with the groom's mother.
per
8,
1907.
month from March
North
South Dakota's and Wis
Mr. Tyler has held a responsible
by calling at Kuppe's drug store and
Pablo Martinez, Vanderltas, $15 per consin. and
making the necessary arrangements. clerkship In the offices of the Amer
26, 1907.
February
month
from
of
sale June 15, 16, 17, 22,
Dates
The training and useful knowledge ac- ican Fuel company at Clarkvllle, this
Manuel olona y Sanchez, Puerta de 23, 24, 29, SO, July 1. Z, 3, 4, 5, C, 10
quired as a member of the national county, for several years. Miss Pin
Luna,
per
$20
month
from
March
11, 12, 19. 20, and 21. Final return
guard are of Inestimable value to a ney Is one of the most charming
11, 1907.
limit October 31st.
young man and it can be gained free. young ladies of Gallup s elite society
City,
13.
(SpeN.
M.,
July
Silver
The encampment at Las Vegas begins circle. She Is a daughter of E. A. cial) The board of regents have let
Plnney, a well known Santa Fe con
on July 21.
EXPERT
have made the contract for the construction of RECLAMATION
ductor. The Plnneys
Philadelphia and Return
Gallup their home for the past six a boy's dormitory at the New Mexico
Normal school, located in this city.
years.
GUARD WILL ATTEND
The building will be constructed on
RETORNS FROM PERU
Tlie Fuel Iroblem.
$59,25
Coal, coal everywhere, but not a the million style and will be a pebble
dusk.
queer
sltua
to burn. This Is the
ANNUAL ENCAMPMENT bit
The work has been commenced,
tlon which Gallup as well as most
Tickets on sale July 11, 12 and IS.
N. M.. July 13.
(Special)
every town in the country, Is facing and while the present building un- Mr.Roswrll.
ami Mrs. H. C. Hurd arrived In Return limit July 23rd. By depositing
der construction will not be very
at present und will realize with large,
ticket and paying $1 It may be
the school will be greatly en- Roswell last night after a two years' this
startling acuteness before next win
Silver City, N. M.. July 13
absence in the republic of Peru. Mr. extended to leave Philadelphia up to
larged within the near future.
ter
rolls
around.
olid) The members of Go my,
Hurd was formerly connected with and including July 81st.
The mines of the American Fuel
of the New Mexico National Qua
the reclamation service with headas well as several other
A Wonderful Happening;.
quarters
axe making preparations to attend company,
at Roswell. but resigned
of McKinley county, owned by
Y.,
Bryon,
N.
witnessed
has
Port
from the civil service of the United
the annual encampment at Las Ve- mines
night
working
parties,
T. E. Purdy, Agent
private
are
gas the latter part of July In a body. and day taking out coal and even one of the most remarkable cases of States to become chief of the hydro- They will leave Silver City on July though it is summer, the supply is healing ever recorded. Amos F. King graphic survey of Peru. He resign
20, and remain In camp for about short of the demand. It is currently of that place says: "Bucklen's Ar- ed that position this spring
after
Salve cured a sore on my leg having thoroughly organized the bueven days.
reported that the first named com nica
with which I had suffered over 80 reau's work and completed a number
pany Is two months behind with Its years.
DKVOES READY PAINT
of Important surveys.
I am now eighty-five.- "
Kodol will nourish and strengthen
among the great reservoirs One Gallon Covers 600 Square Fees,
your dlgesetlve organs and furnish orders.
Regardless of this fact the Gallup Guaranteed to cure all sores, by all forChief
which he made original surveys
PALMETTO ROOF FAINT
the natural digestive juices for your Fuel company has closed down Us dealers, 25c.
and estimates are those of the Chill
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Years.
stomach. It will make you well. Ko- mines, which are the nearest to Galto
cost
Arafulpa
$250,000,
river
at
dol digests wha you eat Sold by J. lup of all the mines. One is only
and of the Lambyyayue river at Por1,000 feet north of the town and the
0"Rleny & Co.
te de Ktten to cost $500,000. This is
40 Watt Fallraad Awbb
other la but halt a mile south of the
the first work ti be done In Peru
town. However, the people of Galof
the
reclamation
plan
the
after
RAISERS"
lup hope that the company will reTHE fiOAT
the United States. The
PIAY SOUTHWESTERNS service of government
organize and resume operation as the
was very dePeruvian
working of these mines is of great
retaining
the service of Mr.
sirous
of
town.
to
the
benefit
INSURANCE
Hurd, offering him a princely salary,
HAVE ORGANIZED
At present coal is hauled to the
Secretary Mutual Building Aasocsa
government lacked the funds
The Oeronlmos and the Southwestbut
the
wagons
15
a
at
sold
and
town in
ern Brewery team will face each oth- to carry out its plans, at least, in the tlon. Office at 817 West Ral treat
A load usually weighs 3.000 er at Traction park tomorrow afterload.
near future; and Mr. Hurd preferred avenue.
pounds.
noon In what will be a hard fought the opportunities
July
1J.
for practical apSilver City. N. M..
Sp.of
game,
Kyan,
according
to
plication of his theories offered at
goat
Martin
of
part
men
this
The
clal).
Cougb
Kennedys x Laxativ
Use
manager of the Irish boys.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
home. Mrs. Hurd. who Is the daughNew Mexico met in this city yestera prominent
The game will be for the entire ter of Moses Lewis,
day and formed an association for Syrup. Contains no opiates. It drives
by
gently
or
system
will
out
cold
gale
the
Roswell,
Nearly
give
the
will
receipts,
remain
all
the
ranchman
benefit.
of
the
it
th?ir mutual
LIVERT, SALE, FEED AND
an opportunity, should they for a prolonged visit, but Mr. Hurd
goat raisers of the southern portion moving the bowels. Contains Honey
California,
for
TRANSFER 8TABLES.
of the territory were In attendance and Tar and tastes nearly as good as win, to frame up a challenge for the left Immediately
championship
a
accepted
Sold
position
syrup.
together
furwith
lu
to
he
maple
amateur
where
like
Children
territorial
has
and they will work
company.
by
mining
now
ways.
a
by
prominent
In
Geronlmoe.
the
title
held
and Mules Bought and
Rlelly
Co.
O'
various
Horses
Interests
H.
J.
ther their

Banta Fe, N. M July 13. Rafael
Ortiz, of Mora, came to the city yesterday to give testimony before Judge
Ellsworth liigalis, special attorney at
th department of Justice In Indian
depredation claim!!, to establish a
claim for Indian depredation which
he has pending In the court of claims.
In 1857 llafael Ortiz lost a large
bunch of shettp on the Pecos mesa
about forty miles east of this city.
One of the herders, Isadoro Montoya,
a killed and another, TeoUoclo
Archuleta, was wounded at the time.
The depredations and the murder
were committed by Navajos.
in 1862 the Navajo also destroyed
a large number of oxen and mules
belonrtnc to a freight train which
from Kansas
Mr. Ortiz conducted
City to Santa Fe and which had arrived in Santa Fe safely. The oxen
and mules were sent out to graze on
Gallsteo river and five days thereafter the herders were driven off by
Navalos and the stock stolen.
Mr. Ortiz's memory Is very clear as
to all the circumstances
connected
with the two raids and his testimony
was
at the law office of K. A. Flske,
taken by E. A. Johnson, a stenogra-Dhe- r.
W. J. Lucas, of the law firm
of Bunker and Lucas at Las Vegas,
represented Mr. Ortiz and Judge In
rails the government.
Mr. Ortiz Is a native of this city
of the oldest
and a member of one
families in Santa Fe county. He Is 77
years of ae. but remarkably hale and
hearty. He talks and acts like a man
of fifty. His father was Ignaclo Or
tlz. for many years a well known
citizen here. His ancestors came to
this city and county over two nun
dred years ago and AnVbroslo Ortiz,
Fillne Ortiz and Ham on Ortiz are
his brothers. He also has many rela
tives In and near Albuquerque.

It, l90f.

SATURDAY, JULY

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

se

Fscllltits.

NEW PERFECTION

Wick Blue Flame Oil

Mexican Central

JSay&Lamp

light-givin-

al

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Account---Capita- l,
$110,000.00.

and

Solicits

OPFICER3 AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. 3.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blsckwsll,
Geo. Arnot, O. H. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND BANTA FE RY.

i

TOURISTS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

LAND OF THE
MONTEZUMAS

ALBUQUERQUE,

OWMM AND OIRKCTORM
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
Prealdmt
M. W. FLOURNOT
Vlc Prealdent
FRANK McKKI
....CsAolar
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
B. F. RATNOLDI
Director

,.

U. 0. DEPOSITORY
Authorised Capital
1600
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
$250,000.tt
Depositary for Atchison, Topeka 4 Saata Fs ttsllwsjr Company

0

o

IT WEA1STS HIM

a"

Special Excursions

The running of a bank account has a
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save

ens

money.

u

n

::

::

::

We are always glad to assist those
who desire to "turn over a new leaf."

JEEK'S

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

2nd and Cold

2nd and Cold

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Thos. F. Keleber

GERONIlSWiiT

MEW MEXICO

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER

JAP-A-LA- C.

A. E. WALKER,

rma

and you will find no tetter screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
inferior kind.

They Keep the Flies Out

aouin-wester-

Home

Treat
ment

You naturallv would Drefer to treat vourself at home, for anv form of female
trouble, wouldn't you? Well, it can be done. No reason why you should not

be able to relieve or cure your suffering, as thousands of other women have
done, by proper use of the Cardui Home Treatment. Begin by taking

Wine off Cardui

the

well-kno-

female tonic

wn

rOTI

A OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ha
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders fe
this line with us.
NORTH TH "ID BT
m-Sll-2-

THIRD STREET

For sale at alldrugstores

Joe Moorhead. of Archibald, I. T., writes: "My wlfa had suffered for years from female troubla. On
your advice, I gave her the Cardui Homo Treatment, and now sho hardly suffers at alL" Sold by druggist,
WrH kxUy nr fru. copy of v.lvmbt
u
HWraUsl Ho, for WooMm. If yoa Me4 Maflnl
ITC 1
llTDITC
iU reply will tx tent la Pn
Jcnbs your ymptamt, "Unc
IlKI I P II A f ETTCn A4vk.
Twin.
Ad,i,; UJw Ajtury brt.. Th. OuKunow Motrin. Co.. Ommuiouo.
6t-p-

J

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Meat Market
AU

Kinds of Freeh and Salt Mm
Steam Sausage Factory.
EM IL HX1KNWOR7T

Masonle Building, North Third Stras

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

GO.

Corner Third and Marquetta

mmaja)aa)aMea)4a
t

"OLD RELIABLE."

I

La

i THE

WHOLESALE

ESTABLISHED

1171.

B. PUTNEY
GROCER

!

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
la the Southwest.

i

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE

N. M

Of0fKftOft4 200CKft:

BATtHDAY, JTMT

IS,

GDODPROSPECTS SEEKS HEALTH IN

CIIJZEN.

en's Clothing

HOUSE OF

III MINES AT

Lordsburg Deposits Are Also Wall Street Millionaire Adopts
Plan to Save His
Making Excellent
Life.
Showing.
Kelly, N. M., July 13. The Max-daleTunnel Co., has purchased
Vtlca Nos. 1, 2 and S mining claims
in the Magdalena district, Increasing
materially the holdings of the company.
The Morris-Lill- y
and the Little
Floe mines have been purchased. It
Is reported, by the New Jersey Zinc
Co. The property Is located west of
the Graphic and Kelly mines and
down the mountain.
Samuel W. Tmylor, directing engineer of the
Smelting
and Development Co., has arrived
here and reports that splendid progress has been made In the Kelly
mine and In the construction of the
company's new plants. Mr. Traylor
ays that high grade ore 1,400 feet
In length has been proven on the
fifth level and that ore averaging
60 per cent metal values is being
blocked out on the sixth level. There
Is a largo flow of water In the Traylor shaft, furnishing a needed supply In connection with the concentrating plant. The concentrator Is
about finished and will be placed in
commission in a few days. When
the copper smelter and the zinc oxide smelters are completed, which
will undoubtedly be. before January
company will
1 next, the
handle 200 tons a day to begin with.
tonnage
output
will
be greatly
The
increased. Word has been received
here that an assay of zinc concentrates forward to New York, of sulphide ore from the Kelly mine, made
by Ledoux & Co., shows 53. SO per
cent zinc.
At Ixirdsburg.
There is a very gratifying activity
throughout this section and all prop
erties undergoing Operation are pro
active of good results.
Same excellent ore has been shipped from the Miser's Chest mine,
the property of James Berryrill. Val
ues are improving as development
progresses and a concentrator is xo
be installed very soon.
A group of 20 claims south of this
city has been purchased by J. T.
Donnellan of Suit Lake City from
John K. Brown.
These claims are
extensions of the Mirty group, on
which is a very rich ledge of ore.
I'reparationB are being made to com
mence sinking on the property at
once.
Arrangements are being perfected
for the extensive development of the
property of the Bonny Mining Com- pnav. Considerable ore has been
shipped and several large bodies have
been uncovered.
W. P. Black, owner of "85" mines,
has purchased boilers, steam hoist
air compressor, sinking pump, drills
and other equipment and as soon as
Installed will, operate the property
on a very extensive scale. The ore
Is being piled on dumps awaiting re
duction instead of being shipped as
formerly.
The Superior mine, after having
been idle for some time on accountof litigation, has again put in operalion and ore is now being snippet!from the dumps. Heavier m.ichlnerv is to be Installed and the hoist
ing of ore will soon be commenced.
Sinking continues on the Nelly Hly.
The new shaft is now down about
160 feet.
Trl-Hulll-

New York. July 12. In a, country
home built entirely of glass, C. Parker Woodbury, a Wall street financier.
wll seek sanitary perfection and all
the health giving qualities from sunlight filtering through the roof and
walls, as well as the windows or ms
residence. This house is to be erected at Beechhurst, Long Island, at a
cost of $25,000.
Mr. Woodbury s glass house will be
dwelling, but In
the size of
stead of having interior wails, witn
hallways and doors, the two floors
are to be divided off, as suits the occupant's fancy, with Japanese screens
made of bamboo and paper.
In the construction of the house,
hollow glass blocks 12 Inches Jong
and 10 inches thick will be used.
While the glass will be tinted, and
therefore not transparent. It will be
Cream color probably
translucent.
will be the tone chosen by Mr. Woodbury for the walls of his home.
In order to modulate the amount
of sunlight entering the rooms, an
elaborate Bystem of screens Is to be
devised, but these probably will not
be much In demand, since the builder desires all the sunlight he can get.
At night the house will be lighted
by electricity, and as the light will
penetrate the walls the Woodbury
home will be one of the show places
of Beechhurst when It begins to glow
in the evening. Great care will have
to be taken in Installing tne plumbing and lighting system In order to
prevent It Bhowlng through the walls.
When completed, however, the glass
house wlH be absolutely Are proof.

breaking In
needed

Classified Advertisements!

IIAIR DRESSEn AND CHIROPODIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges cafe, is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nai.s.
She gives massage
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
own
preparation of comBambini's
plexion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion,
and Is
guaranteed not to be injurious, sne
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines.
For any blemish of the
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini

At Chicago:
Chicago
Washington

BASE BALL
WIIEHE THEY PLAY.

r

National League.
at Boston.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
Onclnnatl at New York.
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.
American Ioague.
Boston at Cleveland.
New York at Detroit.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
Washington at Chicago.
HOW THEY STAND.
Won. Lost.

Chicago
.New

66

York

4

Pittsburg
Philadelphia
Boston
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
St. Louis
Chicago

5

43
40
31

30
30
17

19
26
28
32
38
44

45
60

Pet

.748
633
.606
.656
.449
.405
.400
.221

American League.
Won. Lost. Pet.
47
46

25
30
30
32
36
45
45

.653
.605
.671
.662
.484
.400
.381
.328

Detroit
..40
Philadelphia
41
34
York
The Wlllard Mercantile company, New
30
St.
Louis
with headquarters at Wlllard, Tor
28
Boston
rance county, has filed a certificate Washington
4 5
22
of amendment to its articles of incor
poration In the territorial (secretary's
IjeMinie.
WfHtern
office increasing
the capital stock
Won. Lost. Pet.
from 150,000 to $100,000.
Des Moines
42
29
.592
Change of Territorial Agent.
46
34
.575
The American Lumber company Omaha
37
34
.621
which has Its principal place of busi Denver
36
38
.520
ness In New Mexico at Albuquerque Lincoln
32
44
.421
has filed a certificate of amendment Sioux
27
.368
46
to its articles of Incorporation
in Pueblo
which the territorial agent Is designated as Charles F. Wade of AlYESTERDAY'S li AMES.
buquerque.
Star Scrvliv Kstahllslicd.
National Lcujic.
Star postal service with box deAt Philadelphia:
R. H. E.
livery along the route has been es- Chicago
0
9
3
2
between
and Philadelphia
tablished
Ensenada
0 4
IMo Arriba county, three
Parkview,
Batteries 'Brown, Kllng and Mo-ramiles, three times a week, Cllmaco
Corridon, Ritchie and Dooln.
Trujlllo, carrier, and between Gallup
R. II. K.
At Brooklyn:
2
8
5
and Clarkvllle, McKinley county, six Pittsburg
,
miles, six times a week, Hes Bed-do- Brooklyn
2
7
0
carrier.
BatterJes Willis and Gibson;
Xotark's Public Appolnti-d- .
and Ritter.
It. M. Shoemaker, of Albuquerque,
R. H. E.
At New York:
Bernalillo county; Antonio Lucero, Cincinnati
3
4
2
of Las Vegas, San Miguel county; Nenv York
2
5
3
Taytl. Martinez, of Arroyo Hondo,
(.
Coakley
Srhlel;
Batteries
and
Taos county; S. C. Clark, of Sando- lor and Bowermaji.
val, Bernalillo county; Josephine K.
Corbett, of Mountainalr, Torrance
American Ijeutrue.
county; S. A. Jones. of Melrose.
At Cleveland:
R. II. E.
1
3
4
Roosevelt county; Marcellno t.arcla. Cleveland
2
6 2
of Santa Fe, Santa Fe county; Noel Boston
E. Stevens, of Albuquerque, BernalilBatteries
Ithoades ami Clarke;
lo county.
Young and Crlrer.
n;

re

mm m

KIDNEY TROUBLE ALWAYS

,

sacne
txtq t t

--

EST

ana

11

ey

Experienced bookkeeper
WANTED
that can do telegraphing. Address,
A. H. Hilton Mer. Co., Ban Antonio,
N. M.
WANTED

PREPARED

2

UYI
YQU ARC

you aiiow oacKacne tx nave
ViQTro

FOR SALE BY
J. H. O'RIELLY & CO.

d;

r&s
rvri

n

The flexible sole Red Cross
comfortable from

Shoe is
Vie

start.

aching

The burning and

D. C.
Pans! (mi
copyrights,
caveats
trade marks, claims
K. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEr AT LAW. Albnausr
que, N. M. Office, First Nations
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Offle.
Cromwell block, Albnquerque. N. it
patents,
letter patents,
land

dkntTsts.
dr. j. k. kraft,

Bred-t- o
dnhed ooultrv business.
Lay Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
Mountal
prop., 12th street and
road.
Through tne want column
FOUND
of The Evening Citizen, Jut what
Ail
you have been looking for1.
advertising source sure to bring returns for small expenditure. Try a
want ad and be convinced.
lOST.
'
with
(.ml watch
LVST LudlsA'
lilacV silk fob. Reward to tinder at
slreet.
Fourth
iuth
! 21"

M. S, RtJ Otm
Putin CJt Blmkm

)xfords,

(.

$4.00

Let us fit you,

WM. CHAPLIN
Railroad Araaua

121

EXCURSION
--T- O-

Colopado
And Principal Eastern Points

A IUIONSON.

On Safe Daily

Homeopaths.
Over Van's Drug store. 'Thnn
umce and residence. 628.
DR. C. A. FRANK.
. lhylclaii and Kurireon.
Rooms 4 and 6. Harnett bids-- . Of- nce nours a to 12 and 2 to 6, 7 to 8
I'.

'

$3-- 5

6-- 8,

DRS. BHONSON

;

' '

ligh Shoes,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms I and t, Harnett bulldlna
over O'Rielly--s drug store. Phon
No. 744. Appointments made by mat.
DK. O. A. KLLErT
Dentist,
N. T. Armijo Building.
Phone
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
No. 106 Railroad avenue.
OfMr.
hours,
a. m., to 11:80 p. m.; !:$
m. to i p. m. Both phones. Ad
polntments mads by mall.
W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgnoa
Occidental Life Bulldlna;.
Tele
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. it.
Ij.
DR. R.
MUSI.
Office,
N. T. Arraljo Bids.
Tuberculosis treated with Hiss
rrequency Electrical Current and
Germicide. Treatments given sacb
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both nhnnu

II. McMllllon, 211 West Ooldave
irrH SALE Fine voung Jersey bull
Tnnulre mornings, at 611 North
First stceet. Oeo. A. Blake.
FOR SALE Half Interest In estab

LEAST EXPECT IT

Two Sizes. 25 and 50 cents Per Box.

3

Kith th foot"

aused by stiff soles and the
vils of thin soles are ore- dented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
eet for hours at a time with
omfort.
SALESMEN WANTED.
A stylish
PROFESSIONAL CARDS shoe thaCs
absolutely
LAWTKRS.
comfortable
Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. II F.st
N. W.. Washington.

i"VP

com pfh inrr
trnii n to porttoiTi fk
y hand soon, even ft'lore serious
Y
BON'T PLAY 'WITH A TIGER, don't watt
j
until it strikes "adarigerous blow and. the doctor tells you
"It's Kidney Trouble." Ytfu can't safely play with 'backache
SLhyiiibre than ypu'barl 'safely pat the head of a tiger.
KILL THE TIOKR When it's a cub; treat your backache
'the first dayhe first hour, and just the friend you need is
.- .-.

9

McFar-lan-

Pianos, Organs
Furniture.
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WARS
HOU8B RECEIPTS, as low as tl
and as high as $100.
Loans art
quickly mad and strictly private
Time: On month to on rear gives
Goods remain In roar possession
Our rates are reasonable. Call an
sea us befora borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAJf CO.
Steamship tickets to and from ai
parts of ths world.
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bid.
JOSH West Railroad Are.
PRIVATE OFFICHa
Open Evenings.

Hughea and Heydon.
At Detroit:
R. H. E.
Detroit
l 2 0
New York
0 9 1
Batteries
Killlan and Schmidt;
Chewbro and Thomas.
Second game:
R. II. E.
9
3
0
Detroit
g 10
1
New York
Mullln, Wlllltt
Batteries
and
KALKSMKN WAXTKO.
Schmidt; Hogg and Thomas.
Salesmen experienced In
At St. Louis:
R. H. E. WANTED
any line to sell general trade in
1 11
4
St. Louis
"Mexico;
New
liberal commissions
0
9 16
Philadelphia
with 135 , weekly advance. One
Morgan, Dineen and
Batteries
salesman earned $1,289.28 during
Buelow; Bender and Schreck.
last three months, his first work.
Co.,
Jewelry
The Continental
Western League.
Cleveland, Ohio.
R. H. E.
At Sioux City:
Capable salesman to cov
1 WANTED
8 13
Sioux City
er New Mexico with staple line,
5
2 11
Pueblo
$100
with
high
commissions
Batteries Jarrott and Spies; Mcmonthly advance, permanent posiGregor ajid Drill.
Smith
man.
right
H.
to
Jess
tion
R. H. E.
At Des Moines:
Co.. Detroit. Mich.
3
3 10
Des Moines
2
6 1
Lincoln
MEN WANTED.
every
Sporer and Dexter; WEN WANTED Somewhere
Batteries
Stlmmell and Pullman.
day. If you ar looking ror a jodR. H. E.
CltlEvening
At Omaha:
In
nut a want ad
The
1
12 10
Omaha
want column and I will do
sen's
6
0 2
Denver
the rest.
Batteries McNeeley, Oondlng and
LeBrandt; Murphy. Olmstead, White
hill IlKNT.
and McDonough.
FOH RENT House furnished, com
plete for housekeeping, see m. u.
American Ax-lallon- .
Schutt, 219 South Second street.
At Kansas City: Kansas City 12; FOR RENT rooms for light house
Columbus 7.
keeping: good cool sleeping rooms,
At Milwaukee: Milwaukee 7; In
Inquire 517 South Hroadway, Mrs,
dianapolis 8.
li, e. Kutnerroru.
At Ht. Paul: St. Paul S; Toledo 4.
Minneapolis 5; FOR RENT 'Jv'tiises. 4 io 7 rooms.
At Minneapolis:
w store rooms.
one furnished:
Louisville 4.
W. H. McMllllon, real estate brok
COME! COME!
er, 211 west Oold avenue.
Come to the cash buyers midsum FO rH! EXT Furnished cottage tlat
re
Everything
mer clearance sale.
and rooms for housekeeping, cneap
duced in goods you want for this hot
for the summer. Hy the month $10
weather. Shirt waists, skirts, under
and $16, or by the week. Mrs. E.
tan and
wear. Oxfords In white,
K. Norris. 110 East I'oai avenue.
black hosiery, sun bonnets, belts
RENT Several small cottages.
men's $1.25 shirts 75c; 75c shirts 60c; FOR
all nicely furnished for housekeep50c shirts. 39c; men's silk faced 60c
Hot
ing.
Jemez
J. B. Block,
underwear, 39c.
Men's and boy's
Springs, N. M.
suits all reduced. Hundreds of other
Special cuts on all kinds
bargains.
KMl'MiYMKNT,
Come and look; lots niMPLOYMENT
of groceries.
If you need work
you.
on
of olerks to wait
The lemon
The Citizen's want column will fur
lade Is free. 112 North Second street.
nish you a quick and ready means
Big lot of granlteware, 23c.
of securing It at a minimum expenditure. Put a want ad In The
To show
I'll stop your pain tree.
Citizen today and be at work tomor
you first before you spend a penny
row.
.
what my Pink Pain Tablets can do. 1
;X)R SALfc.
will mall you free, a Trial Package of
at
them Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets. FOR SALE Furniture. Inquire
Neuralgia. Headache, Toothache, Pe
619 North Flirt street or phone
riod pains, etc., are due alone to blood
1497.
congestion.
Dr. Shoop's Headach
The best Having hotel busl
coaxing
by
pain
kill
simply
Tablets
n. In '( Mexico for $1,800 cash
away the unnatural blood pressure.
See M. L. Schutt, 219 South Second
That Is all. Address Dr. Shoop, Ra
street.
cine, Wis. Sold by all dealers.
FOR SALE Nice pony, also second
hand tMitrirv and driving cart. W

STRIKES WHEN

ftWO

A first class cook for the
Santa Fe restaurant. Price no
If the cook Is right.
WANTED First class cook at Allen
hotel. Must furnish reference. $50
per month. J. M. Allen, Magdalena. N. M.
WANTED To borrow $600 on Improved ranch property, about 80
Mrs.
acres. Good
house.
Norris, 110 East Coal avenue.
WANTED People who want something, to advertise tn The Citizen's
want column. A few lines cost but
a few cents but bring returns an
hundred fold.
WANTED Ladles who wish stylish
dressmaking. Also apprentice. Call
on Miss C. P. Crane,
612 North
Second street. Millinery at half
price.
WANTED At once, woman to do
housework;
small family, good
wages. Inquire Mrs. F. E. Sturges,
423 North Second street.
WANTED Organizers, either sex, on
salary of 1100 a month and expenses for an
association, paying weekly sick and accifurnishing
free
dent benefits and
medical attendants to all Its members. Liberal contract will be
made with producers of business.
American Sick and Accident Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
ob-Je- ct

R. H. E.
9 10 1

LOAJfi.

On

Co.

,

PROPERTY

MONEY to LOAN

te

Ft. Louis

National League.

kS.

WANTED Gunny sacks, all kinds.
E. W. Fee. 02 South First street.
WANTED Boy with pony to deliver
papers. Apply at this office.
Immediately,
a white
WANTED
ramp cook.
Apply Horabln-Mc-Owff-

llatteriea Patterson and

OFFICIAL MATTERS Cleveland

lhv

W AM 1

MAMDELL

Rfl.

PERSONAL

ir

ami nrc the exclusive Hollers In Albuquerque of KOI1X IIHOTHKIIS line
Clothing for Men. ThU In clotlilng
of the NKW KIND tlie kind that
equals In every way Uio work of the
very finest tailors.
We are featuring thl.o clothing because we believe It to represent th
HHillKST TYPE OF FINE KEADY
TO WEAK CLOTHING.
We think so well of tlie clothing
ve wll that we guarantee every garment that leaves this store, the
chcaMKt ax well as tlie best.
Look ns
Wo Invite comparison.
over.

TERRITORIAL CAPITAL

till

I1KLP WANTED.
HELP WANTED
that Is your
crying need, a want ad In The
Evening Citizen' want column will
assure you of plenty of employes.

WE ARE SPECIALIZING

m

Deafnss Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased Dortion of the ear.
There Is only one way to cure deafness.
ana mat is oy constitutional remeaira.
Deaf ness la causea Dy an innamea conai
tlos of the mucous lining of the Eui
Tube. When this tube is Inflam
tachlan
ed you have a rumbling sound or Imoer
feet hearing, and when it is entirely
closed, Ueainess Is the result, ana un
less the Inflammation can be taken out
and this tube restored to Its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out ot ten are caused by
Catarrh, which Is nothing but an Inflam
ed condition of toe mucous surfaces.
We will give line Hundred Dollars for
any case or Deafness
(causea ty catarrn)
cannot be cured by Hall's
that
cure, send ror circulars free. Catarrh
CO.. Props.,
F. J. CHENEY
Toledo, Ohio.
Bold by all Druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's family nils for constlpa
tlon.

Fffl

' No

GLASS

KELLY

i ,vIr

PAKE SRVKX.

irrvwu-ijxiv-u-- w

The Kind We Sell.

The New Kind.

iU

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

10T.

June Is! to Sept. 30th

via

111.

UNDERTAKER
BORDERS
ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
nett building, Albuquerque,
Both phones.

46-4-

Bar

7

N.

al

notary run LIC.
TIT
v

Ttios. K, D. Maddioon.
Office with W. B. Chllders.
.
bhi uwiu avenue.

Ill

NOTICE FPU PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, land of
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., June 24

Low rates, long limit, tickets accepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and ws
will plan your trip back east. Ws
are all going. Why not youT

1907.

Notice Is hereby given that Lucas
uanegos, or Man Karat;, N. M.. has
filed notice of his Intention to make
final five-yeproof In support of
his claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
6998 made April 22, 1902, for the
wh SIS', and SH SWU. section 84
township S N., range 7 W., and that
said proof win .be made before Sll
vestre Mlrabal, U. 8. court commU
sloner, at San Rafael, N. M., on Aug
ust b. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, vis:
Manuel Lucero, Trinidad Sabedra,
Manuel Montoya, Vlctorlno Trujlllo,
all of San Rafael, N. M.
MANUAL tl. OTERO.
Register.

T.

E. PURDY, Agent

A. T. & S. F. RY.

ar

a

17.

A, SLEYOTER

INSURANCE, "HEAL ESTATB
NOTART PUBLIC.
Rooms IS and
Albuquerque.

Cromwell Bluck.
Telephone No. 11

14

Are you looking for somemlngT Remember the want columns of The
Evening Cttlxen are for your especial
benefit. It talks to ths people and
they talk to you.

Hie Cliarmlnar Woman
PENNYROYAL
PILLS
is not necessarily one of perfect form MOTT'S
and features. Many a plain woman
who could never serve as an artist's
model possesses those rare qualities
tlun." TLej tra ' l.ir Mi. lfr"
lUlii
0
that all the world admires: neatness,
W Vtflt.iimeiil
loirlrlilt womntioou.
ot orirana and body.
clear eyes, clean smooth skin and
namsdy tur woma
known
Small,
Step and action
bf
sprlghtllnes
PfcWltt'S Utile Early Risers.
that
do
hrw
tlim. cann.it
KiniM
la.utt. a I p! MS
sure, safe pills. Sold by J. H. that accompany rood health. A phyby mnll. told ry rii;inMi
sically wcafc woman is never attractiO Rielly & Co.
Electric
ve, not evn to herself.
AIM
FOK MaM BY
SO. 3
Hitters restbre weak women, give
stronjj nerves, bright eyes, smooui,
velvety vkln, beautiful complexion.
Guaranteed at all druggists. 50c.
REAL ESTATE BURSJUNS
THE
o
SALE.
Bring us your Job work. Prices
3
and CURE

J

f

V

2

three
fc..n

Kpi-ii.-

ltft
frAi'dcn

'.(join

(ho very lowest and

the work will
tand inpc;iun anywhere. .Business
and calling ctrds a specialty,

land,
adobe

hornes.

t

wago",

fur-n'.ur-

e,

if sold soon.
One of the best busi
in
ness properties
will
Albuquerque,
on
pay 9 per cent

500 00

$16,000.00
investment
Business corner, good 6,000.00
location
Another goo,d corner
2,200 00
two lots
of highly
35 acres
Improved land, west
of taw mills, 2bu an acre.
alfalfa,
20 acres In
mile north of town,
ditch runs
main
4,500
through land
200 acres of fine land
all under cultivation
water supply never
10,000.00
falls

A. Montoya
Gold lit.
t
215
UOfOXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOOCOOUCXj
W-s-

COUGH

It ILL

Dr.

o

Cured Three of tho Family with One
fc
of ClianilM-ruUi- i
Colic,
Itnttle
Cholera and li.arrlinea Remedy.
"I purchased a bottle of Chamber
Iain's Colic. Cholera and 'Diarrhoea
Remedy, and found it to be all
claimed for It In the adertlsements.
Three of the family have used It with
good results In summer complaint.
H. E. Howe, publisher of the Prcs.
Highland, wis. ror sale by all druggists.
o
See our now Double Long Staple
Mattresses. Sample or ribitlon. No
better made for ai.y price. Futrelle
1'uri.lture Co.
Piles get quick and certain relief
from Dr. Shoep's Magic Ointment.
I'lease note It is made alone for
Piles, and Its action is positive and
certain. Itchlnt;. painful, protruding
oi Kind piles disappear like magic by
Its

-
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314 WEST RAILROAPAYE Jfr

WEATIIEIt FORECAST.
Denver. Colo.. July 13. Generally
fair tonight and Sunday.
Mrs. Anna Miller left last night
for a visit In Waco, Texas.
Alex MeOreRory and wife, of Sil
ver City, are In the city today shop
ping.
E. E. Proughton, of Caherry, 111.,
Is transacting business In Albuquerque today.
J. L. LaDrlere. a local architect,
went to Uallup yesterday afternoon
on business.
Ivouls V. lni?lee, of the American
Lumber company, Is In Colorado on
his vacation.
Charles Uathbon, of Las Vegas,
arrived here this morning from a
trip over the. coast lines.
Ellsworth Ingalls, federal Indian
attorney for New Mexico, returned
home last evening from Santa Fe.
M. A. Itoss left last night for the
on
southern part of the territory
business in connection with timber

ffi

There's Foot Comfort for You
In our stylish low shoes. They are
made to fit the foot correctly and give
the wear that always satisfies.
HVL Buys a man's or woman's Oxford
CI
p 1 O made of fine Dongola with flexible soles.
A splendid low slioo for everyday wear.
Will get you a fine Vici Kid or
Velour Calf Oxford, with light or
extension soles, either for men or women.
fcQ Cn takes our finest
UO AA
or
33.UU tO pODJ grade of men's
v
xnu
uau,
v
ici
(
women s low snoes m eiour
t
or gun Metal.

tfo oC

4Z.D

ni

See the

Reliance Electrical Co.
502 West Central

First Class Repairing Work
in Anything Electrical

&

Plumbers

32

W.R.R. Ave.

Refrig-

most
complete
in the city

Sincerity Guaranteed $20.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $18.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $15.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Reliable Suits, worth $14.00, Green Tagged
Reliable Suits, worth $12.00, Green Tagged
Young Men's $15.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Young Men's $12.00 Suits, Green Tagged

AUCTION!

All Our

Extra Special!

Extra Special!

50 dozen High Grade Shirts,
worth $1.50 to $2.00, Green
Tagged,

200 dozen of 50c and 75c
Four - in - hand Ties, Green
Tagged,

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

115 West Gold

3A MLBIE

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQCAKK DEAL.

FRESH FISH

f Refrigerators,

Channel Cat Fish
Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

WATER
QOOLERS

a

'

LAWN

MOWERS

We Invite

Percent
Discount

119 W. GOLD

20

Shaw's Bread

Percent

Just Removed to 305

Discount

South Second St
Phone 1056
111 1

Clothing Sale

Summer Clothing Must Go
One-fift-

See

Cur

Windows

Y

Miss C. P. Crane
512 North Second S ret
Specialty of

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

WHITNEY

Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for

FANCY WOKK
3

Mrs. M.

224 W. Eold

C Wilson
TICKETS

R.R.
JOPCJ1

AND

BOUGHT. SOLD
EXCHANGED

A$$aalatlan Otflaa

Transactions
oaaraataao

GOW31PAEVY

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

o

8
0

FANCY DRY COOPS

At Once

h
represents
We need the Room and the money
the saving to you. De not delay. This sale will positively close on July 20.

INl

Reduction In Trimmed Hata

In order to make room for our new goods which are
being shipped from New York by our Eastern buyer

Blua and Black Suits Reserved

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

None Better

AVE

E.L Washburn Co.
Semi-Annu- al

Garden Hose. Garden Tools

TREE PRUNERS
WW
1
.4 TT
4 Hit
mowers
ana
lYiciiormiCK
narvesiers
'

.

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

The Great

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Ceppar Ave., Tel. 74

Palace

RAILROAD

122 S. SECOND

25 Cento

SIMON STERN
115-11- 7

THE

ill

2-Pie- ce

Also Big Bargains in Hats, Hosiery, Underwear, Suspenders, Etc.

Exclusive Opticians

Mail Ordara Carefully and Promptly rilled.

A newsupply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

All

2-Pi- ece

95 Cents

Eyes Tested

Artificial Eyis

109 North Flrat St.
All Kindt of Indian and Mexican Goods. Tba Cbaapasl
Plaea ta buy Navajo Blankats and Mtxlean Drawn Work

Just Arrived

20

$7,

$6.00 Suits, Green Tagged
$4.50 Suits, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 7.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 6.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 5.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 4.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 3.00 values, Green Tagged
Boys'
Boys'

Filters

Coolers

Diamond

Suits.

e

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

Water

Water

I1

Two-Piec-

Coat and Pants, Worth $10, $12, $15 and
$17.50, Still on Sale at

Louse Grinding and Repairing en Premises

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

Ice
Cream
Freezers

is the

Hart, Schaffner & Marx $27.50 Suite, Green Tagged
Hart, Schaftner & Marx $24.00 Suits, Green Tagged

COAL

O

White
erators

IT.

Tag Sale

Gireem

ing.

Savin
Ice Pads

Line of

13,

W.H.IlAHN & GO.

Alaska Refrigerators
Our

Mrs. Celestlno Ortla, wife of the
popular salesman In flellgmnn's store
at Santa Fe. returned to Santa Fe
Friday night from Kstancia, wher
she has a homestead.
R. T). Knox, of Albuquerque, was
In Morlarty Friday, where he bought
a relinquishment on a homestead. He
went to Santa F Friday night to file
and returned today to Albuquerque.
Mrs. M. C. Rosenfield and daughters, Edna and Josephine, who hav
O.
been vlsltinir Mr. and Mrs. I
Rosenfield for the past month, will
leave for their home in St. Joseph,
Mo., tonight.
T. N. Wilkerson, a local attorney
and a member of the city council.
left last evening for a pleasure and
business trip to various points in
Before reKansas and Missouri.
turning to Albuquerque he will visit
his old home In the "show me" state.
Miss Ida Hamlet, who has been In
Albuquerque for some months, will
leave Monday morning for her former home in Lynchburg, Va., to vis-- It
her mother and relatives. After
exposition
visiting the Jamestown
she will return to Albuquerque.

WOOD

Tinners

IXT

rhlldren from Salt Inke City. They
will spend the summer with Rev. N.
W. Alger, father of Mrs. Kinney.

1

GO.

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

SATURDAY,

A Splendid Cliancv to liny Your Fall
und Winter Stock of tirooerles.
F. II. Nichols, of Edlnburg, Ind.,
arrived in Albuquerque Friday night.
$5,000
great reduction sale.
A
in the
Mr. Nichols is prospecting
worth of stanle groceries will be sold
west.
beginning Wednesday, July
Clark M. Carr. president of the nl auction
a 2 i. m., anil continuing every
company,
left
Mountain Lumber
and evening until stock
( f Zunl
yesterday afternoon for Grants on afternoon
has been reduced sufficiently to make
k
business.
room for this year's purchase.
1
E. L. Medler. assistant U. S. dis
F. Palmer, the wen Known gro
ffj trict attorney for New Mexico, is cerJ. and
feedman, located at 6U1
sama
transacting legal business in
North First street, has decided to
his
today.
Fe
take this method of reducing
Keep in mind the fact that
T. n. Koek. pales manager of the stock.
will be grown in New
American Lumber company, has gone verv little fruit
Mexico this year, ana mat groceries
to Mexico on business for the
are continually Increasing in price,
sold in not less
M. Bates, a member of the nrm 01 Canned goods will be
lots. This will De an
Hates Hros.. restaurant owners of than case to
up.
goods will
Carlsbad, is in the city today en route positively go tostock
the highest bidder for
to the Orand canyon.
cash.
N. N. Lester, of Qulncy, Florida, is
SCOTT KNKiltT,
9 visiting tt. H. Lester,
of this city.
Auctioneer.
Later Mr. Lester will visit the Orand
California.
A
Canyon and
llAUGAIX.
19 lota for sale in the Highlands,
nun Weiss, of the Depot Mercan
tile company of Laguna, returned to if sold at once.
JOHN W. MtHMUU lUAlilX VAJ,
his home last night after transacting
business in. Albuquerque.
.Til men Dmiehertv.
a well known
attorney of Socorro, spent today
city, while en
family
in
this
hio
with
route to Long Ueach, Cal., for the
summer.
A. n. and J. M. Archuleta, two well
$&
FOR CASH ONLY
known sheep owners of Pagoso
Springs, arrived in the city last even
$6.50
Ing and will remain here over Sun American Rlnrlc nor ton
50
day.
CcrrtUon Lump
8.50
...
Mrs. Thomas Slmms and daughter, Anthracite Nut
reMixed
Mich.,
have
Anthracite
of Sault 8te Marie,
9.50
turned home after a month's visit Anthracite, -- luniaoe sizes
" 00
with Mrs. C. A. Watson, of 825 North Clean Gas Coke
Smithing Coal.
Eighth street.
ir n. Tinraum. mavor of Socorro,
the
N. M., who has been In Santa Fe
past two weeks on business, arrived
In the city last night en route to his
home at Socorro.
with
Cant. T. R. Elgin, connected
TTMI1ER MILL WOOD.
Bernar-rtln- n
the Salvation Army at San cly
.'
$1.50
this ftreen
Cnl.. arrived In the
S.25
morning lo visit the local branch of Factory
the Salvation Army.
Mrs. Bruce Kinney, wife of a for.
moi. minister of the Baptist church
her
nrrlvnrl here last night with

wear. Our
Tliey are entrn unappy styles and unexcelled Inwomen
ran (to
Colt Oxfords for nien and
and Patent
PatentanKid
you
some- want
kj
vnu
If
i nn
uiii
tiling extra dressy.

troi
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